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Commercial Club's
Informal Banquet
Proves to be Most Pleasant
and Profitable Occasion
For All Who Attend It at
Palmer House
BUSINESS IS TRANSACTED
Several Industrial Projects
Receive Encouragement
and Excellent Suggestions
• AriMide
SPEECHES HEARD
Oven l'en business men, the major-
ity members of the Commercial club;
sat down to an informal dinner at
the Palmer House last evening, and
concluded with one of the mast en-
thusiastic meetings the organization
'hoe ever 'held. President H. C.
Rhodes presided and a number of
those present around the, board re-
sponded tie toasts. AN of them were
more or less impromptu and entirelY
ettforinal„ but the Saes brought out
will greatly aid tne club "in promoting
the interests of Paducah.
So well _pleased was every-body
with the meeting, that by a rising
vote, it was unanimously derided to
hold a sitni4ar meeting next month
at the Belvedere hotel.
The business session followed the
.benquet and then speeches were caN-
ed for.
County Attorney /Steen Barkley
confined himself principally- to the
nese and purposes of a (immoralist
chub and the duty of citizens to rally
-to its support. •
Senator eampbell Wheeler, whose
term in the legislature amine:teed
him with civic needs, declared that a
revision "of tare* !so we to encourage'
tbe location of induetriee in Ken-
tucky Is urgently needed. He urged
--the club to join in the movement to
secure 'revision.
Hon. E. W. Baste, L. 13. Ogilvie,
J. S. Rees and Alderman Earl Pal-
mer made ringing speeches, full of
enthusiasm and earnestness in the
work•of the club.
J. T. Donovan, toes: agent for the
Illinois Central, always happy on
such occaelores and popular eith ev-
erybody. brought down the house
witth the emphatic declaration that
Pad-omit is es well favored as any
neighboring city in the matter of
freight rates, and peidseed his word
that the Illinois Central will do any-
thing to make equitable anything
O vomplained of.
He wee followed by Superintendent
Egan, who said he had Jest signed a
monthly payroll of $tlienee,
that the month's freight business out
• Paducle amounted to $341.01010. He
vivified the Commercial club to en-
courage Industries; not aseoclarted
with the lumber business.
Mr. Johnson urged everybody to
encourage keel Industries, especial-
ly the cigar bugling's. He said 6.00,-
000 are smoked in Paducah every
month
Business Session.
Mr. Ittinyete reyrreFenting an im-
portant induery lonated In Indiana,
wag present by Invitation end ad-
dressed the club In re:stain to tomt-
it* his enterprise in Peduca.e for the
manufacture of neveltiest and bric-a-
bree. The committee 'having the
enetter In hand will ire and indgieW
him to remain In Paducah
A communication was read from
Mr. D. C. Smite. a local- mechanic,.
decoking to organize a company to
manufacture haY presses. This was
referred to the industreti comm ((tee
and win meet every possible enrour-
agetnePt.
A lengthy letter wets received from
a Detroit promoter, who Is endeavor-
ing to organisms company to put the
local iron femme* in operation.
A request received from the Nast-
vilie board of trade, askitrit the Com-
mercial interests of Parttime to join
in a visit to the Panama canal belt.
Any one in Paduceh interested in
owls a visit should communicate with
tee secretary of the board of trade
at Ntediviete.
cc k now ledgem en t of Important
resolutioes. passel by the Carnivore-lei
e elite were read hem Precedent Theo-
Sere Rreserivell, renereseman 011ie
M. lames. yen. J. E. 'McCreary, Geo.
P. Oortelytiu • and from the depart-
ment of slornmeree and labor.
Announcement was made of ken•
SOME FACTS STATED.
There are 000,000 cigars
smoked in -Paducah every
month—Mr. Johnson.
Monthly local pay-roll of I. C.
Ia $l18,000--Supt, Egan, I. ('.
Freight on goods shipped via
I. C. in February, $30,000.—
Supt. Egan, of 1. ('.
Revision of taxes will promote
industries in Kentucky.--Sena-
tor Wheeler Canipbell.
We should secure new indus-
tries not connected with lumber
busimes.--Supt. Egan, of I. C.
People of Paducah must back
the Coinmercial club.—County
Attorney Attie', Barkley.
eddiaBeelnealingisestil"
additions of mem-bership to the club
since lest meetiag.
A special committee consisting of
James Weille, Frank L. Scott and
W. P. Hummel were appointed by
,Presideet Rhodes, with instructions
to make every Possible effort to in-
duce the purchasers of the Paducah
Saddler)- compane's business to re-
main in Paducah.
THE LID LIFTERS
GET FREE LIQUOR
Just Help Themselves and
Waggoner Escapes Conse-
quences Usually Attendant
on Open Saloon
SET FREE IN THE POLICE ("OURT.
Professional "lid lifters," were
shown up as novices in the genie of
queraelstag th.iret on -Sunday 4n the
trial tee morning of Owl Waggoner,
saloonkeeper on South Second street,
for violating the Sunday closing law;
and the power of example was Aug-
trated most forcefully. The testi-
mony shows that no liquor was sold
or given away, but four lusty thirsts
were satisfied, end were possessed by
the four e-heetisee who were found
drinking in the saloon by Patroltnen
Brennen and Shelby lest Sunday
morning at le o'clock,
Patrolmen Brennen and Shelby tee-
need that when they entered the *re
loon these four men were Wending at
the bar drinking beer. They did not
see -any money change hands but the
barkeeper was behind the bar. The
roue Witneersies agreed upon the same
line of testimony, asserting that the
beer was net given nor sold te
them but that they sin:ply helped
themselves on their own invitation.
Mr. Waggoner was in the saloon at
the time and said he could not supply
their wants hut walked over to the
Ice chest and took a bottle himself.
Then he welerel, out and the four wit-
nooses proceeded to follow his ex-
ample. After walking behind the
bar and taking a bottle apiece without
any protest from the "barkeep,- they
filed up -alongside the bar on lee out-
aide and inveigled themselves into
thinking they were getting their
drinks in the regular fashion. They
were in this attitude when the patrol-
men entered.
Testimony showed that none of the
four witressees were in the habit of
going to Waggoners saloon. Some
sort of telegraphic connection prob-
ably directed them to the piece, where
one can drink and not pay for the
pleasure. No testimony was intro-
cc show that the chines wore
told or given away, and the warrant
was dismissed. There was no in-
dignation shown by Mr. Waggoner at
their conduct). 'Hon. Hal Corbett de-
fended Waggoner.
STREET CAR STRIKE IS
LIKELY IN IAMBISVILLE
Louisville, March 6 --Employes of
the street railway having been refus-
ed recognition as a union, will vote
together on the question of a strike.
There le only one kind of a
newspaper circulation statement
that Is worth any .eomilderatiot
and that is the daily detailed
'statement. The Run Is the only
Podueah wiper printing such a
statement.
J. A. CARNAGEY AS
SUPERINTENDENT
Elected Unanimously Last
Night by Board
Local Men Were Not Mentioned and
Only One Name Was Placed in
Nomination.
MAKING RULES FOR SCHOOLS.
.1. A. Curnagey, of Noblesville. Ind.,
was elected superintendent of the Pe-
ducah sr-hoots at the meeting
of the school board lest night. He
leaves a position paying 81,40-0 a
year for a erehary of $2,0,04) paid here,
and schools tenth an enrollment of
1,375, for the scheolos here, with an
enrollment 1 3,70e. hike Cernagey
hee had Teeears' experience as a se-
perintendent, 11 years in Noblesville
and seven years In Columbus, Ind.
Personally he is over six feet tall and
Is affable in -his manners.
No other candidate was placed in
nomfnation. Just before the elec-
tion, the board went -into executive
session to diecuss nominations and a
unanimous agreement to elect ale
Oarnegey was reaohed. Mr. Becken-
bach made the nomination. Nlo date
was set for the Inception of the con-
tract, end es enperintendent Lietes
contract does not expire until Sep-
tember 1, it is presumed, that the corn
mittee that well draw up the contract
wee Mr. Oarnagey, will date it from
September 1.
Visitors were offered' the opportifn-
it'y to address the board before the
election-and John 'Morrie, of Coving-
ton, made a pentanei application for
the position. He stetted his quintile
Cadmus and experience, but the mind
of the board already had been made
up. If any .Paducatt. man was seri-
ously .densidered for the position, it
was not indicated -Wet night. Reverie
weeks ago the position of superin-
tendent was offered to Prof. E. G.
Payne, principal Of the lege- sceutol,
but he declined the offer. Forty-seven
applications were received.
Shorter Hours.
Two schedules for shorter hours in
the ectiocies were offered by Trustee
Beckenbach. The first one suggests
opening the school's at 6:30 o'clock
in the morning and &Teeing at 1:3.0
o'clock in the afternoon with a twenty
or thirty minute intermission for
lunch. The second one suggests
opening at 8:4e) o'clock letting out
at 11:45 o'clock for tenet; opening
at 1:16 o'clock in the afternoon and
letting Out at 3:15 o'clock. For the
primary grades in the second schedule
the closing tune at noon and in the
afternoon aloud be IL minutes short-
er. No action was taken, it being
the plan as suggested by Mr. Hocken-
beets to have the members of the
board feel the public pulse on the
question to find what schedule will be
preferable.
Another change In " the sehtiole
It is .probable the board will make,
will be the return to the old plan of
ving an eight'h Riede In every
building and not 'have all eighth
grades converging in the Washington
building as at present. Such a
change would neceseitate more teach-
era, and consequently greater expense.
and expense is something the board
will have to consider before the
year's end Money Is being expend-
ed now at the rate of $5,(ono a month
and the treasury is getting low. With-
out finencing for a new building, the
board will be fortunate to close the
yeer without a deficit. The finance
report will show something over
$12,004) in the treaeury after Febru-
ern" bills and salaries are paid.
Trustee Reckenh&ah laid another
eliding° before the hnwrct for a months
conatdeiration, In suggesting that the
[principal of the High nehool ehouid
be elected to devote hie wht,tele time
to the affairs around the Imikidng.
and not do an, teaseling now done by
the principal. He did not thine that
under the present arrangement, the
principal done or could give enough
time to his ditties as suit-h-.
School Enumerators.
Enumeratore were elected to take
the school census in April se follows:
0. W. Bennett, First and fleeced
wards; J. M. Gilbert. Third and
Fourth weeds; John Tietmare F'ift'h
end Sixth- ;wards. They will he .re-
i
quired to give bends.
Superintendent Lie> In his month-
19 report asked -to have Repealed the
extent to *Men aereeen enforce
the board's regitattions In relterd,
children who have had eiretrlet fever
returning to orthool. The regulation
of the hoard 'nemillege 42 dale' gib-
entre. Akio he asked whether the
HE WANTS TO HEAR EVERY WORD! BUT WHAT A PITY THE KEYHOLE CANNOT BECLOSED AND THE WHOLE THING SHUT OUT!
•••••••••111
!
ti
—Atlanta Constitution.
The N. C. ô St. L. Engineers Get
An Increase
rule. torteckling the entrance of pu-
pe_s in the, primary grade four weeks
after school begin*, Shall be enforced
n'tPerY to Jtetitte Beett's ettling. Jake
record for absences among the teach-
ers was ntede last month when 40
days were lost Superintendent Lieb
asked the beard to use a system of
reports from the teachers which will
be more accurtee In giving their rec-
ords than the one in use now. No
action was taken on any ef his sag-
geetrions. He stated that he had not
understood that parr of the lire drill
resolution directing the superintend-
ent to report the number and methods
of tine drills used.
On a motion of Trustee Kelly, the
request of the Alumni association to
of Ten Per Cent
allow them to hold Arbor
("relies to plant a oherry
the grounds of tire Washington build-
awe erseated. Tete stele
the members have been telling
caused President List to tell the
Day
tree on
ex-
board that it was not a chest-nut
tree they wanted to plant. That
caused amusement as did Secretary
Byrd's mistakes,
All the members were present ex-
cept Trustee Metculfe, who was pre-
vented attending by sickness. Al-
though Trustees Kelly and Brame.
e:ected to till vacancies, -have never
technically queened before the board
ahd been formally seated, they have
been discharging the duties of mem-
bers and on committees.
FOR IMMIGRATION
CLUB WILL WORK
This city Is going after part of the
$2,000 set aside by the state legisla-
ture for the promoting of immigra-
tion. The state board of agriculture
forestry and labor, which has con-
trol of the funds, meete In Louisville
next week. This city Is the only one
aggressively engaged in promoting
immigration and the money can be
usefully spent here. Aecretary Coons,
of the Commercial club, will appear
before the board in Louisville.
CHANGE OF VENUE
Jackson. Ky., March 6.—Judge
Carnes today granted a clumge
of venue to Elliott county in the
case of Judge Hargis, accused
of (simplicity in the Au•Apod
tion of Dr. Cue The common-
wealth attorney was much cha-
grined over the judge's action.
Sandy Hook, the county seat.
when. the ciao is to he tried, has
148 inhahitante. The county
has neither telegraph or railroad.
Strike Declared Off.
Bethlehem, Penn., March 6.—A
strike declared yesterday by train-
men of the Lehigh Valley & New Eng-
land railroad cern to an abrupt end
today when officiale agreed to nut-
state the diachorged brakemen. Aii
traffic Is running as usual.
GRAIN MARKET.
Cinchmati, March 0.—Wheat.
79; corn, 49; oats. 40 1-2.
Enginetes on the Nashville, Coat-
tanooga and St. Louis have been
granted an increase in pay effective
yesterday, and it is anticipated that
the raise will reach 10 per cent. The
Nashville, Chattanooga and StLouls
engineers have been granted annual
raises for three successive years.
"I do not know exactly what the
seise will be," said an engineer. "We
get paid for the mileage we make.
and are not gauged by the size of cyl-
inder as the Illinois Central engi-
neers are. We get paid the same on
all classes of engine, and I think the
raise will average 10 per cent."
The raise is a result of a demand
made on the road several months
ago.
FELL OVERBOARD
AND WAS DROWNED
Reports reached Paducah last night
that J. W. Moneymaker, of Kuttawa,
a dockhand on the towboat nirming-
ham, fell overboard :n Alabama- yes-
terday and was drowned. The boat
was bound up river after a tow of
ties. The body has not been recover-
ed. Moneymaker was married and
had a family. He was a middle aged
man.
GREGORY HEIGHTS',
STREET CAR LINE
With the eonetimmation today of
a deal between the Gregviry Heights
company and the Paducah Traction
company, the tree/eon rompany agrees
to extend Its Wallace park line a
mile, traversing the main boulevard
of Gregory Heights, the coneiderve
don being $12,4100 paid by the -land
company to the traction -company.
The work of extending the track will
be started as worm as the weather per-
mits. Routes are now being consid-
ered, the most likely tornIng from
the park line at the hake on Fried-
man botrieverd. Gregory Heights
wilt be laid off by landscape artiste
with, a central park and 100 feet
houlerards. Conerete paving will be
done. ,
Nine Killed in Explosion. Linc*oln's Friend Dead.
PI", Peen, Tex.. Mareb ex-- Sterling, Ill. March 6.—Mrs. Eliza
plosions In the reek quarry of the Wilson, aged 96 years. died here yes-
Chltinelept and Pecitill rdelroad it terday. She was the Intimate friend
Sandoval. Chth•uebtra. eestierday. kill- of Abraham Lincoln and once leanedled and buried nine men and aselouele him her saddle hors; to make a cant-
4njUre4 nine othere. Ipaign tour In Sagamott county.
AN AUTO FACTORY
TO BE BUILT HERE
Paducah Is to have an automobile
factory, employing 110 hands, with
a weekly payroll of $600, in which
$50,000 Is to be invested principal-
ly by local men. The Commercial club
last night agreed to furnish a site for
the factory and it is a sure go.' The
concern will manufacture high grade
machines, and every part will be
made here.
TE/LM IS FitIGHTENEDP
AV RAILROAD CROSSING
A team driven by Walter Farmer,
of Boaz Station, got seared at the
Tennessee street crossing of the Il-
linois Central railroad this morning
at 7 o'clock, and but for the presence
of Patrolman J. N. Moore there
might have resulted a disastrous run-
away. The harness was torn to pieces
and the wagon broken. Patrolman
Moore was, near at the time ant
caught the horses until assistance ar-
rival.
Library Board Meets.
The library hoard met at the li-
brary last night and allowed the bills
ant salaries for February. Nothing
but routine business came before the
board.
WEATHER — Partly cloudy
tonight and Thutmlay. Warmer
Thursday And in west portion
tonight. Iliebest tem perat are
yesterday, 5:1; ION esi today, :13.
THAW IS INSANE
IS,PRESUMPTION
Jerome Startles Defense by
His Assertion of the Law
on the Facts
TIFF WITH PRESIDING JUDGIJ
Has Dr. Wagner, Alienist, On
Stand for Two Days Concerning
Secrets of Insanity,
BATTLING NELSON'S COMMENT
New York, March 6.—Battling
Nelson, the pugilist, was a spectator
at the Thaw trial this morning. He
attracted attention. His comment
was: "Thaw should be givetea medal
for what he done." Assistant District
Attorney Garvin said Mrs. William
Thaw, mother of the defendant,
might not be called to the stand to-
day. He intimated Jerome would
Take up much time ta cross-examina.
eon of Dr. Wagaer.
Wagner was call* for cross-ex-
amination. Jerome plunged into the
secret of insanity analysis with char-
acteristic vigor. Dr. Wagner said
during els testimony that insane peo-
ple often tell of persecution when
they have no knowledge of right or
wrong.
Jerome concluded the cress-exam-
ination of Wagoner at noon. Just be-
fore releasing the witness Jerome
took a new tact making an effort to
show that Taw ws intoxicated when
he killed White. Wagner, however,
gave the district -attorney no satisfac-
tion along this tine. Mrs. William
Thaw was called as a witness at the
fternoon session.
Thaw Is Insane Now.
Interest which was aroused in the
Thaw trial by the announcement that
Mrs. William Thaw,mother of the de-
fendant, would take the witness
stand, was quietly- dulled by the
continued cross-examinailen of Dr.
Wagner one of the alianists for the
defense by Jerome. Wagner was on
the stand the entire day and when
adjournment was announced, the dis-
trict attorney seemed to have much
ground yet to cater with the expert.
Mrs. Thaw was present In the wit-
ness room waiting to be called, but
she may not be reached before tato
tomorrow or Thursday.
Jerome and Justice Clash.
Wht:e decidedly dull in the matter
of testimony elicited from the wit-
ness, the session was made notable
by a clash between Jerome and eus-
tire Fitzgerald, at the climax of
which the prosecuting officer refus-
ed point blank to cite to the court,
authorities upop which he was con-
ductile, an argument. Jerome was re-
quested by the presiding judge to
submit to him whatever authorities
he had upon the subject.
"I have such high respect for the
courts of this jurisdiction," retorted
Jerome. "that I will not submit an-
"thorities on a question of law which
ts so elemental in character and up-
on which authorities are so—igund•.
ant that I must presume the learned
court knows of them."
With flushed face and a sharp rap
of his gavel, Fitzgerald said If the
district attorney did not submit hit
authorities, the court would assume
he did not know of any. Jerome did
not submit the authorities and Fitz-
gerald ruled in favor of the defense
on the point at IRSIle, which, briefly
stated, was a question as to wether
the state on cross examination should
be allowed to go further with the ex-
pert witness than the counsel for the
defense WAS allowed to go upon di-
rect examination.
Judie. Hales for Defense,
During the course of his argument
the district attorney plated himself
on record by Raying that the legal
assumption before the court today Is
that Harry K. Thaw is insane. Ile
declared the *Nettles for the defense
shown Thaw to have been Insane as
late as September 22, last, and is
absence of proof to the contrary, the
assumption is that he remains In-
sane.
Fitzgerald declared the present ju-
ry only has to de with the question
of Thaw's sanity or insanity on the
night he shot and killed White.
IftVannar was allowed to give his
conversations 'with Thaw during the
period he believed tne defendant to
he of tinsotind mind. He Said Thaw
remembered baying approached and
having shot White He protested how-
ever he had not intended at any time
,to kill the men but wanted to havel
ithe lezatly punialted.
?AM MC.
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CbeKentucky
BOTH PHONES 54A.
TO=NIGHT
AND BALANt E OF WEEK
(Except Thursday
“The Pearl of the South"
iEFIATIRAird
Aeed bee Olen sedeet com-
pany of players.
Tonight.
THE MANSION OF
ACHING HEARTS
New specialties between acts.
Change of ple.y each night.
Popular Prices
10c=20c=30c
BARGAIN MATINEE
Saturday 2:30
23----THE SKIDOO KIDS----23
Friday night
THE SMART SET
Beats on sale at Box Office.
Thursday Night, March
Rice 6 Weaver
Offer
The Gorgeously Staged Fatryestine
THE
GINGERBREAD
MAN
Book and lyrics by Fred Ilanken.
Music by A. Baldwin Sloane.
With Entire New York All
Star Cast
Company Orchestra
and
82 COMPANY 82
Prices 25c, 3.5c, 50c. 75-c, $1, $1.50
Seats on sale Wednesday 9 a. m.
Monday Night, Mar. 11
THE .
Donnelly8bHatfield
MAGNIFICENT MINSTRELS
lieder the Personal Direction of *1 6. Field
The best of the
Good Ones.
A big minstrel festival of music
and song. Everything up to date.
Clean, wholesome fun; refined and
educating.
A Big Company
A Great Show
Big noonday street parade and
band concert.
No Advance in Prices
Prices: 2.14. 35e, 50c, 71Sc, $1.00.
Seats on ask' Saturday 9 a. m.
I.
AUXILIARY
oltGANIZED TO ORLIKIL OF 1.43.11.••
WA1 CONDUCTORS.
Tnenty-Three Members Join Organ-
ization-Mrs. I Ilea Walt z, of
Evansville. Here.
Mrs. Inez Waltz, deputy organizer
of the Woman's Auxiliary of the Or-
den. of Raelway Conductors, left last
night for her home in Evansville at-,
lter organizing a ladies' auxiliary
'here. Twenty-three members were 
secured and Mrs. Waltz compliment- 1
ad the members on their start. Yes-
terday Mrs. B. P. Cullom, of 913
Trimble street, entertained for Mrs.
Waltz. The local auxiliary will be
known as the Paducah Division No.
243.
Garden Ideas.
There are, in the planting of gar-
dens, two widel differing Ideas.
Either a man makes a garden with
an eye to the effect, treating the
ground as his canves, the plants as
colors to be laid in, everything be-
ing subordinate te the general effect,
or he considers the garden as a home
for the plants, consulting their pre-
ferences holding it of more import-
ance that nie iniee should be in pre-
eisely the right place for their own
wellbeing than ht they should be in Cadr°
rim PADVCATI EVENIXO )4V
NOTED AUTNORITY SAYS
THIS SIMPLE HOME-MADE MIXTURE 4
WILL RLLIEVE CATARRH.
This winter, as last, will prove a harvest for the doctors andpatent medicine manufacturers unless great care is taken to dresswarni and keep the feet dry.
This is the advice of a well-knenti local physician and should beheeded by all who are subject to rheumatism, kidney and bladder(nobles and especially catarrh.. While the latter is tuns:tiered by mostsufferers an incurable disease, there are few men or woraen who willfail to experience great relief from the following simple I  pnscription, and if taken in time it may prevent an attack of catarrhduring the entire season. n
Here is the prescription which any one can flux: . Fluid Ex-rant Dandelion, one-half ounce; Compound Khridon, one ounce; Corapound Syrup Saneaparilla, three ounces.. Shake will in a bottle anduse lu teaspoonful doses after each meal and at bedtime.
These are all vetable ingredients and can be obtained from anygood prescription pharmacy at small cost.
The Compound Kargon in this prescription act.', directly uponthe eliminative tissues of the kidneys to make (bent filter and strainfrom the blood, the poisons that 'induce all forms of catarrhal af-fection,. Relief Is often felt even after the first few doses and it isseldom that a sufferer ever experiences a return attack within theyear.
This prescription makes a !splendid remedy for all forms Of blooddisorders and such symptoms as lame back, bladder weaknesses andrheumatism pains are entirely dispelled.
As this valuable prescription comes from a thoroughly reliablesource, it should be heeded by every aleteted reader.
RIVER NEWS
view from the balcony. If he has an
abundance of roses, it is because he
loves them and cannot have too much
of them rather than that be wants
a notable effect in pink. Naturally,
these two ideas work into and involve
each other. Sometimes they unite
in one and the same garden, in which
case one feels tee wisdom of Tenny-
son's remark that "two dear things
make one of double worth."
It is this latter type of garden
which predominates in Charleston.
'A very notab'e effectiveness and the
more intangible quality of lovable-4
ness rarely ge hand in hand: but for
a gat-den within one's gates an inti-
mate apd endearing charm is better
than the most brilliant effect from
the street: on the same principle
that, if a man must spend his life
with one woman, lovableness is bet-
ter, in the long run, than a striking
beauty, though 'twere pleasant to
have both.-From Frances Duncan's
"Charleston Gardens" in the Century.
Fine itesidenee Burned.
Mayfleid, Ky.,- March 6.-The new
and handecene residence of Mrs. M.
E. Melon, north of the city just
across the city limits, was conneetely
destroyed by ere Tuesday morning
about 6 o'clock. The house WEili a
two-story structure with ten rooms
and was practioany new. having been
constructed lust summer. The con-
tents was aleio a total lose with the
exoeptioa of a piano and the fixtures
of one room belongiug to a boarder.
The house was valued at $5,000. It
wets handsomely furnished through-
oft. and the leas of the furniture and
other artielese will tall quite heavy.
There wee $3.900 insurance on the
hoton and $1.U04/ on the household
fixtures.
When a man keees ineleting that
he is a gentleman, it a sign that he
has some doubts about It.
04111. 41.11o41.16.11P1.1.041A1110,
River Stages.
  36.5
Chattanooga 
Cincinnati 
Evansville
Florence 
Johnson V
Louisville
Mt. Carmel 
Nashville
Pittsburg 
0.7
2.4
.0.3
0.9
01)
0.3
4.2
9.5
0.7
Davis Island. Dam-Missing.
St. Louis  13.9 0.0
Mt. Vernon  35.5 0.8
Patter-an  31 0.9
14.6
28.9
26.4
14.5
26.1
 lenge
.• 5.8
 37.7
5.4
'rise
fall
rise
rise
et 'd
fall
rise
rise
fall
f al I
std
rise
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W th a rise of .9 since yesterday, a
sleek in the rising river is noticeable
and it is probable that the river un-
der the present impul-se will not go
over one or two feet higher. The
stage this morning Was 31.4. The
stage March 6 lase year was 21.1.
Business at the wharf this week has
been heavier than in many weeks.;
Today the wharfbout is still blocked
off with freight.
The Grey Eagle of the Leyhe fleet
win leave this afternoon for St..
Louts to enter GI St. Louis and OaPe
Girardeau trade.
The Buttorff will lose 24 hours
all around this week, not arriving
from Claeksvilee and leaving Thurs-
day at noon for Nashville instead of
today.
Big business made the City of
Memphis late and that packet will not
get away on time this evening for
the Tennessee river. The Memphis
had a big lumber trip to Joppa.
Louis Berger, a pilot on the Dick
Fowler, got left in Cairo yesterday.
Roy Rroadfoot. the chief pilot took
sick and -Les Broadfoot is filling the
position.
The Georgia Lee will arrive Friday
this week from Memphis having got
away on time, and the Peters Dee will
leave Ctneinnati today arriving here
Salt urday.
The John Hopkins and the Joe
Fowler exchanged schedules when
the Hopkins not back into the trade,
after breaking a shaft several weeks
ago and have never -got righted. It
was supposed that they would be late
so mach that they would fail back
into their regular echedulee, but they
have been on good time ever since
and the wharfboat people are Praying
they never Will get straight. The
John Hopkins got in early this morn-
ing and left on time for Evanerrille.
Oflicere on the Dick Fowlen have
been changed frequently in the last
few days Frank Molinaki, second.
clerk, got sick yesterday and Dlek
Willis is checking freight. Pete Wil-
on-, mate, is off attending a sick
brother, and the regular pilot Is
sick. The Dick Fowler got away
just the same on time with a good
trip for Cairo this morning.
The Mary Michael :eft today for
Miseiseippi river after a tow of
The Lyda was coaling up this morn
..; preparatory toleaving after a tow
of ties.
Charles Rrigmeyer, a Belgian sail-
or who is watchman at the dry docks,
has made a four-masted schooner
three feet long, which is an exact
representatkm of that kind of sailing
vessel. The rigging Is complies In
every 'detail and- even to the seedier*
on board, nothing is lacking in the
model, it has required several
'weeks of patient teorli to make and
will be shown in one of the window*
of • loading downtown store. lie
has painted It in the mien* of his
nountes 'a flag. Beigmeyer wah n stir:
or for many years and like numerous
examples on the inland rivers, hes
drifted Into steitenboat work. All
stiamigiate have a ealios. Mest.
sioldee rope* and do ether 1101111
a Wend.
The City of 40111.9'-o will arrive no
Tburs467 "413 tiNnu the Tehlleawee). .
CRESWE LU
Ask any dealer for
the oldest bottled in 
bond whiskey he
has in  stock and you
will get  either
EARLY TIMES or
JACK BEAM. It's
eight summers old.
river on the through trip to Si
Louis,
Official Forecasts.
The Ohio at Evansville and Mt.
Vernon will continue to rise slovelY
during the next 24 to 36 hours. At
Paducah and Cairo will continue ris-
ing during the next three dayn The
water in sight this morning will give
Cairo a stage of between 37 and 38
feet.
The Tennessee at Florence and
Riverton will fail during the next
24 to 36 hours. At Johnsonville will
begin falling today.
The eine' sissippi from Chester to
slightly above Cairo, will continue to
fan slowly during the next 24 hours.
The Wabash, at Mt. Carmel, no ma-
terial derange during the next 24
Ito urs.
PILES CURED IN II TO 14 DAYS.
PAZO OINTMENT is guaranteed to
cure any case of Heeling, Blind,
Bleeding or Protruding Piles in 6 to
14 days or money refunded. 60c.
TODAY'S MARKETS
Lettuce 
Parsnips 
Turnips 
3 bunches lee
Sc quart.
lee gal.
Sweet potatoes • fsec he.
Irish potatoes 65e bu
Sassafras  Sc bunch.
Young onions 
Greens 
Beets  2 bunches 16e
Radishes  2 bunches 16c.
Celery  45e to 76c
Strawberries 2 for 26c
Grape fruit 4 for 25c
Bananas  10e doz.
Oranges   20.c doz
Apples  2.5c peck.
Chickens  3.5c to 76c.
Turkeys   lc lb.
Rabbits 15e each
Eggs doz.
Butter  2-5c lb.
Ham  17c lb
Sausage  li.te lb.
Lard  12c lb.
2 bunches Sc.
10c bunch
Student May fie Insane.
Chicago, March 6.- Richard
Hoopes, the student burglar, will be
taken to Lake Forest today by his
father, a prominent lawyer, of Koko-
mo, Ind., who arrived this morning.
He believes his son is irresponsible
for his acts. Two years ago Richard
fell from a bicycle and sustained con-
cussion of the brain. Since then his
actions have been erratic. The father
will ask the court to conami the pris-
oner to a sanitarium,
Hope is theeZ.nic that is keeping
most ,of us alive.
THEATRICAL NOTES
Proving Popular.
The Gertrude Ewing company was
greeted with another large and en-
thusiastic audience last night.
"Raves of the Orient" was the play.
The entire company were seen to bet-
ter advantage than on Monday night.
The play contains 'lent* of good
comedy and lots of thrilling climaxes.
The honors were divided last night
between Wee Ewing as Zulelka the
queen of the harem, and Mr. Dean, as
Ensign Center, Of the flagship Brook-
lyn. Miss Ewing was sweet and
charming and won new laurels, while
Mr. Dean gained many admirers by
his splendid work laet night and es-
tablished 'himself a favorite. air. J.
G. Stutzman, as the slave owner, Ab-
dul Hawed-, was at his best and suc-
ceeded in making himself well hated.
Mr. William N. Swift played.Kephen
the slave, in an acceptable manner.
Mr. Charles Colvil1e? created lots of
fun in the role of Sammy Green, the
Bowery boy. Miss Jones, as Mrs.
Green, and Miss Rose Windester, as
Stella, were deserving of special men-
tion. The specialties between acts
were a- feature of the performance
and added much to the -general en-
joy meat of .the large audience. The
costumes worn last night elicited
many favorable comments. This af-
ternoon Miss Ewing and her com-
pany will put on a society farce com-
edy, "A Divorce Cure," and tonight
"The Mansion of Aching Hearts," a
strong coniedydratina, vtieloh is an-
nounced as one of their best plays.
"Gingerbread Man."
When "The Gingerbread Man" was
playing its annual engagement at the
Grand Opera House in Chicago last
October, the management of this mus-
ical extravaganza sent out a wagon
loaded with e,,5n0 tiny gingerbread
men which were to be gives away to
the public school cheldeen. The
driver stopped in front of the Haven
school in Wabash avenue, and when
the youngsters, rushing out of school
at 3 o'cloek learned that ginger-
bread men were LI be had for the
asking, they storn.ed the wagon,
climbed up on the wheels and created
such a riot that the automobiles
lined up in front of the Oceiseuni
acmes the way were thrown into a
state of excitement, while the pauf-
fours eheerod the youngsters on. "The
Gingerbread Man" will be seen at The
Kentucky tomorrow night.
Minstrels.
Solon De Miller, tenor, and Nor-
man 'Stanley, baritone and middle
man, members of the mammoth cho-
rus with the Donnelly & Hatfield
magnificent minstrels, ere former
members of two of the inoSt noted
church choirs in America. De 11111or
was for three years first tenor In the
choir of the First Daptiet church of
Atlanta, Ga., which is one of the most
famous edifices in the south. He re-
ceived his early vooa: education un-
der the celebrated organist, John P.
O'Donnelly, and his voice has fre-
quently been heard in grand opera.
Mr. De Miller es one of the youngest
of American tenors who have achieved
prominence in the lane few years.
Norman Stanley ke a Troy, New York,
this cityboy. He :s poesesteed of a baritone
•
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THE CHANGE OF LIFE
Sensibly Advice to Women from firs. Henry Lee,
firs. Fred Certia and firs. Pinkharn.
MRS HENRY LEE
Owing to modern methods of living
not one woman in a thousand ap-
proaches this perfectly natural change
without experiencing a train of very
annoying and sometimes painful
symptoms.
This is the most critical period of
her whole existence and every woman
who neglects the care nf her health
at this time invites disease anti pain.
When her system is in a deranged
condition or she is predisposed to
apoplexy or congestion of any organ,
the tendency is at this period
likely to become active and with a
host of nervous irritations make life a
burden. At this time also cancers
and tumors are more liable to form
and begin their destructive work.
Such warning symptoms as sense
of suffocation, hot flashes, headaches,
back-aches. melancholia, dread of im-
pending evil. palpitation of the heart,
irregularities, constipation and dizzi-
ness are promptly heeded by intel-
ligent women who are apprdaching
the period of life when this great
change may be expected.
Mrs. Fred Certia, 1014 So. Lafayette
Street, So. Bend, hid., writes:
Dear Mrs, Pinkbam:-
-Lydia E Pinkham's Vegetable Com-
pound is the ideal medicine for women who
MRS. FRED CERTIA
are passing through Change of Life. For
several months I suffered front hot dashes,
extreme nervousness, headache and sleep-
leesneta I had no appetite and could not
sleep. I had made up my mind there was
no help for We until I began to lute Lydia
E. Pinkhani's Vegetable Compound. my
bad symptoms cetussi, and it brought me
safely through the danger period, built
up my system and I am in excellent health.
I consider Lydia E. Pinkhani's Vegetable
Compound unsurpassed for women during
this trying period of life.''
Mrs. Henry LeC, 60 Winter Street,
New Haven, Conn., writes:
Dear Mot. Pinkharn
"After suffering untold misery for three
years during Change of Life I heard of
Lydia E. Pinkhanis Vegetable ompound.
I wrote you of my condition, to
take Lydia K Pinkhams Vega urn-
pound and followed your advice, aud to-clay
I am well and happy. I can now walk any-
where and work as well as anyone, and for
years previou.s I had tried but could not get
around without help. 1 consider your medi-
cine a sovereign for suffering women."
Women passing through this critical
period should rely upon endia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. If
there is anything' about your case
you don't understand write to Mrs.
Pinkham. Lynn, Mass., for advice. It
is free and has guided thousands to
health.
When a medicine has been successful in restoring to health,
actually thousands of women, you cannot well say without trying
it, "I do not believe it will help me." It is your duty to yourself
and family to try Lydia E. Pinkhatri's Vegetable Compound.
TO LET
Several superior offices: on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices-
double offices especially adapted for dentists.
American - German National Bank
227 Broadway
voice of unusual range and was for I
several )ears a leader in the choir
of the Third street Methodist church
in Troy. He Is scoring a big hit this
season singing, "Though You Are
Crone, You Are Not. Forgotten." His
rendition of "The Stars, The Stripes
and You" is also proving an attrac-
tive feature of the magnificent lime
Fart of the Donnelly & Hatfield show.
As. The Kentucky next Monday night.
[ho stemac'n. Dr. Long, who is at-
tending her, has advised complete
rest for two weeks. Bruce Edwards
of Charles DillInghames office, who
is at her bedside, today refused to
discuss the report that Miss Scheff's
season would be closed at the end of
the Cleveland engagement.
Dr. Long attributes her illness to
the strain of one night steeds and to
her private car, which he deems un-
healthful. This is the third time that
Mies Schell( has been taken sick in
1
,- "Why do all these cheap actors
who go about the country playing
lone-night stands wear f u r-trimmed
i overcoats?" "Why shouldn't they?
.Think of the Innen they get."-Chi-
cage Record-lie raid.
The moat heavenly pictures seen on
earth are men and women doing com-
mon loving kindnesses.
Health is a large part of happiness
and 'happiness of health, while both
are essential to holiness.
There is only one
gdi3romo Quinine"
That is
Laxative Brom° Quinine.
1021111.0.11110.111111111110
Fritzi Schell Seriously Ill. 4imilar1r named remedies oometirnes
so. This first and original Cold TabletCleveland, March 6.-FrItzi Scheft to alvItvilITE le A C Katie with blockis 'serious:3- ill in her apartments in said rod lettering, and 'bears si• signature otthe Hollenden Hotel with catarrh of
Its
Age
Its
Bond
WRITE US FREELY
and trolly, in strictest confidence, telling all yourtroubles, and stating your age. We will send yourut ADVIC11, in plain
,14
 waled envelope, aa.i.t)evnal-weal* oi-pegs book op 01rmirmitoent for
Adarwts: Loam' Aavkairy DaPirtnntat. 'TheChattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.
Half a Century
of success, in the treatment and cure of diseases peculiar to women, Isa bond that guarantees the merit of Wine of Cardul, beyond all que-tion. Al! women who suffer from painful or fitful functions, headache,backache, low waist-pains, or any of the more complicated forms offemale disease, should take •
CARD Woman'sRelief
for !t will surely do for them as well as it did for Mrs. Sarah GaskIns, of Spring Creek,•Tenn., who wr tea: I was very irregular, my left side hurt and I would have a badheadache every month. I had ail ktr.is of strange feelings, could not walk and couldnot do my work On your advice I took Wine of Cardui and it has helped me in tiveryway. I am regular. do not have these strange
feelings, and my headacheind pain In my aide CIS,%1
are better.'
GIrI3 ari women should use Cardin, whenever they need help r strength. Try it.
At Ever"! Drug Store In $1.00 Bottles
•
ste
•
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tax Tinars.
Riker's
Violet Cerate
50c
We have just secured the
• exclusive agency for Itikera
celebrated toilet preparations,
probably the most popular
fbe Market coder, and Shall
always carry fresh stocks of
all of them.
Riker.; Toilet ('crate Is uet
ly famed.. It comes in 541/
packages and if you have
never tried it you have a
pteasure in store for you.
Drop in to see the extensive
line of toilet preparations we
carry, or phone us your or-
ders, as we make prompt de.
liveries of all phone orders.
GILBERT'S
Drug Store
4th and Broadway
Agent for original Allegrettl
Candies
RARE SKELETON IS FOUND.
Bones of the leixolophoolon Secured
From Southern Wyoming.
There arrired in New York Iasi
week for the Museum of Natural His-
tory the skeleton of a loxolopeodon.
a It was unearthed in southern Wyom-
ing, where the great beast roamed in
large numbers nfany centuries ago,
by an expedition sent out --from Ate
museum by Prof. H. F. Osborn and
headed by. Prof. Walter Granger.
Speaking of the success attending
the search, Prof. Granger said:
"We found the skeleton of the
large's! mammal living at the time
and for which we made careful search
This huge mammal was known as
the loxolophintion, a mixture of ele-
phant and rhinocerous. It has six
i+rns—two enormous ones in the
hack of the skull, two smaller one-
over the eyes and two rudImeneary
horns on the tip of the nose.'
"We obtained an interesting lot of
ti keletons of the titantitherea, a
siba ler animal than the last; numer-
ous specimens Of the caretira, includ-
ing the laigest of the time, the mes-
ohyx:- mane rodents, or squirrel-like
mammals; some of the earliest camel-
-
0
Social Customs ObserVed
In the Colony of Virginia
of Deur ie.
Mary Ball and Augustine Washing-
!ton were married March 6, 1730. The
isnows had melted In the violet beds,
iand the "Snowbirds" were nesting ih
the cedars, when our Mary left her
,home to become the wife. Augustine
1Washington was a Man of high stand-
dug, large property—Wakefield the
i henne was called, the Athens of Va.-
i ginia. This was the time of the Gol-
iden Age.
The passing of the Golden Age of
ithe colonies came at the time they.
'were called In the midst of revelry
t by Massachusetts to war. Here was
the first blood stain of the Revolu-
tion.
It may be worth our while te
;pause in our history to consider the
I dresses, dinners, dances and horse
!races of Virginian colonists, which'
The following interesting resume
of events of colonial 'history happen-
ing in Marcia was read by Mrs. C. H.
Chamblin, at the March meeting of
the Paducah chapter, Daughters of
the American Revolution:
Biographers have occasionally
seemed to feel that something is due
the mothers of eheie heroes. Women
have some rights after all. After ev-
erybody has been toasted at the ban-
quet; then to the "Ladles God bless
am,' just before the song, "We won't
go home 'till morning."
There is, literature galore anent
the women who have amused great
men----Helen of Troy, the beautiful
Greek woman and aause of Trojan]
war: Madame de Pompadour, Evelyn
Nesbit Thaw, Lady Hamilton. Howes,:
er, it is not to these we shall give out
time. It Is the atizselfish. woman who
must shine. We shall take Mary
Washington, who was in no sense a
commonplace woman. We are ab-
sorbed in the splendor of her Ca-
reer.
I A few years ago an advertisement
appeared that the "Grave of Mary
Washington" was to be sold at pub-
lic auction. A aVashington Memorial
association was formed and silver
and gold medals, of her gentle face,
were struck off. These' were restrict-
ed to 600 American women. The
Princess Eulalia of Spain and Masie
coon. descendant of Christopher Co-
lumbus were admitted into this
guard of honor.
A thousand patrons assured the
success of a grand ball, From the gov
ernor of state to the country people
far back in the mountain roads, self-
talent funds were raised. Grover
Cleveland dedicated the monument
in the presence of a large concourse
HOME ENDORSEMENT.
Hundreds of Paducah Citizens Can
Tell you All About It.
•
Home endoieement, the public ex-
pression of radurah people shouldroll off Mr. Newlyrich's knife." be evidence beyond dispute feneevery
Guests frequent:3: gat at table from Paducaii reader. Surely the expert-3 o'cieck until plghte when coffee,-e, ence of friends and neighbors, eleeer-oysterte. craba, strawberries and.fully given by them, wil: carry more
cream were served. The punch bowa weight than the utterances of strang-julep and toddies were commonly uss'ers residing in far-sway places. Readed. The men would swear and play
cards. The ladles would swear a 
"Ht-li following:te  -
T. NC Woolson, p1 40 80h t11,111141e" the imported snuff boxes, estreet-, painter, employed with C. D.beautifully carved and Inlaid were Warren 40% Broadway, Padueeh."[lien: as well as Ornamental" Rees:we: "Every painter is more orord is made of "sudden pains and less troubled with his kidneys on ac-sickness at stomach at night." Icount of the nature of his work. We
At a five days' ball at Squire Lee's, all know what causes it, alit how to
the ladles were dressed gay and remove 'it is a mystery. I tried lots
splendid. When dancing their quillee of Medicines anti different schemes,petticoat never wrinkled and the bro- but until I procured Doan's Kidney
csie skirt traljel behind them. The
Golden Age married her girls °nee
younger than 15 years. The clever
little mistresses often'llirted with a
60 years' co:d squire. Brilliant jewels
dangled in her ears, hair powdered
white as snow.
The latest Importation of stays
are produced upwards so high we can
scarce have any view at all of the Is
dies' snowy bosoms.
March 15. 1781 Cornwallis invaded
Virginia. He occupied Yorktown. La-
ter in the year General Washington
efkositio to Commit Suicide.besieged Yorktown and compelled 
A. L 
s , nooTea nammat3 
"lithe devout Puritans and grave Pres- laughs, with you.achanedon, one of the very large,'
byterians of the northern neck never She wishes she had dozen pairs oteven 'toed animals, with pig-like teetn 
knew. They were holding a carnival handse this .very minute,and a feet and an early primate like
before the storm. The English gentle- That she in"lecit pit ai: things tothe lemurs, nethraetus. In all we
:man had come into great wealat rights,,•obtained 100 species in the Washakie'
through his tobacco. Pillared, porti- For the very mischief was In it.basin, 100 in the Bridges basin and
coed, stately mansions were built. A big washing to be done,40 in the Wahsatch basin."
Who can describe a Virginia garden? Dinner to get for six or more
—With a few hundred dollars and
want ad, you tan cetera a "Ready-
made business."
Pure
Drugs
If you need Drugs, anything
in the Toilet Line, a prescription
filled promptly and correctiy, or
anything In the Patent or Pro-
prietary= Medicine Line, tele-
phone S. H. Winstead, tbe.Drug-
gist, either phone 756, Seventh
and Broadway. Here are a few
things which he does well:
He fries to merit your trade.
He handles only the best
goods.
He gives prompt attention to
telephone orders
He delivers goods promptly.
Ile makes a specialty of his
Prescription Department
He employs none but licensed
prescription clerks.
He treats you as he would
have you treat him.
lie, extends every courteey to
each customer.
He appreciates your trade.
So don't forget, when you
need anything In the Drug or
Druggist Sundry Line, to tele-
phone 756 and nee what prompt
and satisfactory service you will
get.
S. H. WINSTEAD
PR41PRIETOR
WINSTEAD'S ,DRUG STORE.
A paradise of sweets in squares,cres-
cents, stars and circles. The libraries
were well chosen. As a source of com-
fort to the black cook and her many
satellites, the kitchen was a long way
Ifrom the house. The pianter had the
elegancies of fine living, fine picture.
by Sir Joshua Reynolds, hangings
and tapeseries of priceless value. One
as amazed at their activity, forever
. passing up and down the rivers or
acmes the country on horse back in
'chaise's and chariots.
The superb barges were a theatet
of rivalry, the negro crews rowing
them clad in snowy white nniforms.
A neighborhood Included everybody
within s day's jourees. Tables were
furnIshedwith burniehtet pewter and
eandeome silver. Knives were of
Sheftild steel and served other use
than cuttjng. How else did the colo-
nial dame eat her peas, not with the
little fork with two wide apart
prongs? A story occurs to us:
Mrs. Newlyrich cars to the ser-
vant, "Bridget, have the peas mash-
ed for dinner."
"And why SO, MOTO7
"Mash the peas, so they will not
('NAME FOR SUN READERS.
In order to teat the Sun's greet
el re alatki n and- Its superior asi ser-
i lei n_g value, we have made aerangi?-
ments with Lang 9703., the popuktr
druggists, to offer one of the beet
feeding medicines at bnif price to
anyone who will cut oiet, the follow-
ing coupon and present It sit (the
store.
COI•PON.
This eoupon entities the hold-
er so one 50c package of Dr.
Howard's specific ter the cure of
constipation end dyspepsia at
half price, 25e, We will refund
the money to any dismal-stied
customer.
. LANG Dib()S.
TWENTY-FIVE CENTS.
ThN is a great opporinnily tor our
reseks<'4•0 obtain* potenitat 'rem'edy at
a sinai: twice. There are petty aowee
in wet, package, akel unlike. ordinary
constipation and deepepela remelt's.
thP -dose is decreased after the IbiAot
And baby as cross as he can live.
He's always so on Monday.
The cream is getting ;our,
The bread muat be worked for bak-
ing,
Which way shall I be turnihg
Oh Dear! The baby's waking.
John wants his buttons on—
"Hush' Hush! Dear little Freddie,"
Till I can run and get some wood
To hurry up the kettle.
If Pa comes home anti finds the
things In such a potter,
He'll just begin to tell me all abota
his tidy mother:
/14r dinner always ready
Then will ebtne some hasty words
and
They say 'nasty words from wives set
sober men to drinking.
Parody.
She says she wishes she had a dozen
pairs of hands,
To put things to rights for the very
deuce Is In It. '
Here's the meeting of the club,
Sherbets-Cocktail and puddings to
_prepare
Dinner for a guest of John's
No gown is ready.
Which way shall I be turning.
Ile will just begin to tell me all
About Ms handsome mother,
Her gowns and dinners always teady.
Hasty words will
Then drink divorce, all because
The twentieth century woman
Has no little Freddie.
"But didn't you way you wouldn't
accept the -best man that weaked l'ae
earth??' asked the girl in the new fell
hat. "Yes," replied her chum, "With-
in% deeply, "And yet you hire ac-
cepted Percy Glider " "Well,
doesn't have to walk the earth. 1-14•
owns , an autompirila."----ebicrogo
Sews
Tire- are ainente as many winter
ea miroMer vbeitors at Rt. Moritz,ear
'Sewn zerlend. Near I y ail of theaseete
English.
Better either for truth than profit,
by falsehood. From ttni Danish
Pills at Aivey & lasf's drug store and
took them, I met with very indiffer-
ent success. They cured the trouble.
For sale by all- dealers. Peke 5
cents. Foster-Milburn Co., Btrffalo.
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name--Doan9—and
take no other.
SCORNED RV WIFE; KILLS SELF.
Lord Cornwallis to surrender his ar-
my of about 8,000 men. Twenty-
eight British generals had stepped
forth from the :1.1IPS and surrendered
as many teams to the ragged conti-
nentals.
Again Mary Washington figures.
After an absence of nearly seven
years, the greet commander was com-
ing home attended by a brilliant ret-
inue of French and American officers.
Old Fredericksburg threw its hat In
the air and declared Fredericsburg
beauties should tread a measure with
Oakland. Cal.--Despondent be-
cause of his inability•to effect a re-
concilation with his wife, from whom
he bad separated last November,
Arthur Lefkovits, a retired mining
nian, 57 years of age, committed
suicide by shooting himself in the
head in his roorn -at _129 San Pablo
avenue. The shot was beard by the
landlord of the hoase. Who found
the body of Lefkovits seated in a
chair.
Lefkovits left a note addressed to
Leese gay easeeetaeree _ !the coroner, oleclaring that he had
On with the dance let joy be un lled himself. and asking that no
confined. The town was crowded with inquest be held. He also left a note,
French and American officers, and written in German, addressed to hie
gentlemen from all parts of the
country. The mother of -Washington
was especially Invited to the splen-
did ball.
The gallant Frenchmen so much
admired the American minuet, ana
they. admitted that a Parisian edn-
cation!could not imprOve it.
Other dances are recorded, "one",
wrote General Green, "was given at Isefkovits, and two sons, Harry and
my quarters March, 1779 (the dark Louis Lefkovits. Both of the sons
hour). His excellency and Mrs.Oreen live Los Angeles. where they are !avoids Hated Town 10 reties.danced 'upwards of three tours with- interested in mining enterprises. - -
---Lexington, Ky., March 6. Mrs.•out sitting down." 
ilarences Pe ca Pe:er, aged 91, who.Some -rather commonplace lines CHARGES OM. WITHritAro g died at ber home in this county to-come to my mind—typical of the iday, lived seven miles from town, aadwoman after the Revolution—then a New Melle" E * -e Areutled Of had not been' here in more that fortyparody, the twentieth century worn- Unlawfully Acquiring Lands. lyeare. She became angry at some ofan: However, laugh and the world i the peciee in the city before the war
Santa Fe, N. M., March 6.— The'and vowed that she would never visit
house today passed a resolution tootle place again. She was very
investigate the conduct of Governorovealthy end v..as a releejee of Henri-
Herbert J. Hagerman In regard to coy.
-the alleged fraudulent acquisition of
7.0'00 acres of timber lands in the
Manzano Mountains be the PonnsylL
vania Development company, said to
A Tailor Made Skirt Direct to You
'THE SILLS MKTIIT CO, Efaifield, Ky., is intro-ducing to the ladies of Paducah a unique idea in the
manufacture of skirts. There is no middleman—no dealer—to
get a profit on your orders. We will send samples of materials
and catalogue to any address in the United States on re.queot.
Take your owboneasure, with the outfit we furnish, and send it
in to us and you will have your skirt in from three to
five days.
A Skirt From Your Own Materials for $3.00
If you prefer to furnish your own materials, send it to us by ex-
preks, prepaid, with the measure and 'style skirt wanted, and we
will make it up, furni lung all thread and findings ourselves,
guaranteeing your satisfaction Or your motley back—all of this
for only $3.00. It's a rather unuaual offer, isn't it Why
not take advantage of it today, while the matter is fresh in
your mind
SILLS SKIRT CO.
Manufacturers of Fine Tailor Made Skins for the Consumer
705 Broadway Mayfield, Ky.
NEWS OF KENTUCKY
Macia Ferguson opens campaign.
El,lwabet-htown, Ky., Menet 6.—
Mete Ferguson, eandetleie ter re-eleat
tion tuilroad commissioner In tete
Fleet district, spoke to a large audi-
ence here today. -Ikles:414neeetateyegerve
111b neijoafy in 'the last elec-
tion
Starts Saloon Fight,
Louisville. Merch C.—After work-
brother, announcing that he had tak-
en his life because of domestic, trig quietly for some months gather-
trouble. Mrs. Lefkovits separated lug evidence of •altleged violations of
from her husband in November of the Sunday cicsing laws and just
last year. the couple having come when the saloon-keepers began to
from San Francisco after the fire, think t-he 1 oeeoech opening would
and has since Dyed at the Crelling suffice. °county Attorney B:ngharn
hotel, where she now resides. He al- yesterday dropped a bomb by filing
so leaves a daughter, Miss Carrie twenty-two pen-.ti actions against
Lout-es-Me saloon k eepers,
First Blood fair Liquor Men. 1
Malevilie. Ky., March G.—The,
liquor men WOO first bkeod here today
have been connected with the Enter- in the bra: option fight. County
prise bank failure at Pittsburg, Pa. Judge C. D. o„.014, after going ov
The charge is that the governor, the lists of names filed by the temper-
without the knowledge and consent
of the commissioner of ,pnblic lands,
delivered to the general manager of
the Pennsylvania company the deed
for the land: that he took the seal Of
the commissioner and unlawfully af-
fixed It to the deed: that the land.
'north from $25 to $100 an acre, was
tiold at only 63 an acre: fhat the fed-
eral law at the time forbid the sell-
ing of more than 160 acres to any
one purchaser, and that, therefore,
the territorial institutions were de-
trended to that extent.
ANTI-PARS RILL IS BLOCKED.
Kansas Howie Balk. at Substitute
Measure Offered by Senate.
Topekri, Kan.. March 0.—Whet
may be a desth blow to anti-pare lea-
Moment !at the present teemolen of the
legislature was dealt in the house
this aftertwien when that body re-
new(' to etivence the :aerate anti-pees
bin item the bottom of the ce:endar.
Where it is now gantlet,. The bowie
tie eeed tth e Stone bill, et ren gent
measeere, three weeks age, hat the
senate sent beta: the Getty hill as a
substitute. The homer has balked at
the subetitution and the Getty Mita,-
itre ie now buried by scores of otb,
UnSeas it is advanced there is
obeoktitely no seismal, for the houee
reaching it before adjournment.
An Automoble for fli300.
We have a 10-horse power Ford All-
tomtrbre that is complete In every re-
spect, with abotoliste'y no repairs, nee-
weary that Is e bargain for someone
for $500 cash. Call or telephone In
for particulars. Foreman Bros.
North Fourth street.
Tyra .%ere4 41.000, •
On firintota road between fist and
attei streets. , Big berealfi..; Half
cash.
Whittemore. Real Estate Ageney,
Fraternity Building 130th ehones 836
,
since people, petitioning for a epeel
election May 7, marked off severer
who were not entired to a vote. He
then ruled that tie would not potee on
the petitions until next Monday, in
order to give the Sigu-or dealers a
chance uo look over the names.
This is eonsidered a victory for the
"wets," as they will try to induce
emu gh people to w esheera w t h air
names by that time, Pt) Itril the judge
cannot call the eketion.
The ceuty judge appointed Squire
Fred Dresee as coroner, to fili the va-
cancy caused by the death of George
W.' Orr.
Whisky Election in Perin.
Paris, Ky., March 6.---The' Iccai
option question was brought to an
etute elven here todriy. When the
ewetee withdrew eheir petitien for an
election throughout the county as a
unit. Allien -the case was rolled Judge
laindon was confronted with four pe-
titions, two filed by the temperance
People, Wiling for an election in the
city of Penile as a ilea, on Ave.! 11:
the t II' asking for an eiectiou
througth.:',ut the couoty eee
April 18.
-wm:s" Oa petitions asking
far an E•lcx•rion in the ray as 4! mini
Oa April 11 and IS. The attortees
disagreed as to dates, east Judge Dun-
dalk 11'14r-110 -an election held in the
(-ity of Porris as a unit, Art-ii 11. dee-
Igne-ting Apr-I) 2 as specie! registoltre
Lost and Found
Lost, between 9 . 30 p. m. yester-
day and noon today, a bilious attack,
With
This
at a
New
nausea and sick headache.
loss was occasioned by finding
drug store a box of Dr. King's
Life Pit's, the guaranteed cure
for biliousness, malaria and jaundice
All druggists. 25c.
Jenny bind's Husband.
Otto Go:Ise:mete the husband of
Jenny Uri, the cejebrateJ singer,
known as the "Swedish Nightingale,"
wao died in London in 1887, died re
cenely at. tee age of 7R. He married
Miss lend in 1552. during'her Ameri-
see. ee lie was her as-
companiet on the piano. Mr. and
Mrs. Glitischntidt tool,i tp thTir resi-
dence in England in 1858. lie was
mofessor in the Royal Academy of
Musa' In Istior was made vice-princi-
pal in tette, was first musical direc-
tor of the feach Choir in 1876 and re-
signed in 1585. He ratted, in con
441144.444-- week- St-evade-le --Beetteta
eszi-x—Biit;i: for England."—
New York Sun.
The Touch That Heals.
Is the touch of Bucklen's Arnica
Salve. It's the happiest comb!na-
tion of Arnica fowers and healing
baisama ever compounded. No mat-
ter how old the sore or ulcer is, this
Salve will cure it. For burns, scalds,
cuts., wounds or piles, It's an abso-
lute cure. Guaranteed by all dr e
gists. 25c. .
Keep the "Aim in %lc
Keep yeue eye on I d of your
ambition. Business as then always
heve its attract:ve si
.041
\ ""--c
iiIP:77;011
What Do Yo I Weigh?
Are you too light-for your h ight ? Would you like to
'put ire 15 or 20 pounds more flesh? Would you con-
sider trying a food for thirty days th will cast you nothing
in case it fails? This is the only condition under which,
PEPTOL--the flesh builder,---is sold. We cannot state
just how many pounds you may gain in th3t time, but we
do absolutely guarantee that you will gain in flesh.
•
A FOOD —NOT
A MEDICINE
is undoubtedly the greatest -discovery of the age—the out-
come of years of experimenting by the greatest food experts
in 'the world. It embodies in highly condensed form the
very food elements that make flesh — predigested and ready
for immediate assimilation. It creates appetite and heirs
digest other foods. It is the quickest and only absolutely
certain route to permanent and substantial increa.e in weight.
Give PEPTOL a trial— start today. For sale by all first
class druggists or send one dollar to us for the first supply.
The Peptoi Company,
First National Bank Building, Chicago.
,••,‘ (Laboraton: nyttle (-row+. WOO
For sate by Kolb [tree Drug Co., and.elvey a List. and all leading &Hu.
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OUR SPECIAL BOOK AND MUSIC SALE
Began Today.March 6
Here are some of our GREAT CUT PRICE VALUES:
All $1.50 late 'copy-right novels at. $1.08
Thin lot Includes "The Far Horizon," "Conis-
ton," "The Doetor" and it hundred others.
All $1.50 net price novels ...... _$1.35
Thai includes books by Myrtle Iteed, Mark
Twain, etc..
All popular copy-rights worth 75c go at__ 400
This includes "The Man on the Box," "lica
Welt," "Ilearta and Masks" and 100 others.. •
•••••••••
Webster's International Dictionary, indexed,
latest and best edition. worth $12.50, at.$8.65
White House Cook Book, worth Si 50, at .79C
Beautiful padded leather edition of the poets,
worth $1 25,
Standard works of fiction in silk cloth bind'
• ing, worth 35e, at ..... ......   19c
Dainty little hooks at poems, white silk
Wilding. worth 35e, at 18C
Bibles, Dictionaries and all other books are in this sale. Watch our advertisements for cut prices
on music
D. E. WILSON, the Book and Music Man, Harbour's Dep't Store
turn" rentoNwi 7:1e.
Bristatheety and Seventh Street._iteshAtais, ...—.,-._—_
Many mtatalee their verbal re-
source* for their rtmonkey of virtue.
The on0' Netball 1011714 rr1. have
of raist.ng the Wind Is le bioe lug tip
thele neighbors,
MIMI MOIL
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ON STATEMENT.
ebrunry, 1907.
..4036
..... 3813
 9830
15 3829
16 3874
18 3813
3-861 19 3805
6 3851 90 3890
7 ........3871 21 3869
8 3495 29 3915
9 3413 93 3839
11 3828 25 3855
12 3855 24 3836
13 3844 27. 392')
14 3870 218 3890
Average for February, 1907 3859
Average for Februar • 906 3757
Increase  10'2
personally appeared before me,
this March 1,,1907, E..). Paxton, gen-
eral manage; of The Sufi, who,,at-
firms that the above 'statement of
the circulation of The Sun for the
month of Feb. 1907, is true to the
best of his knowledge and belief.
PETER PURYEA.R.
Notary Public.
My commission expires January
• 22, 19•08.
ANNOUNCEMENTS.
For Mayor.
The Sun Is authorized to announce
Charles Reed as a candidate for
mayor, subject to arty action of the
Democratic party.
The Sun is authorized to announce
Thomas B. Harrison as a candidate
for mavor subject to the action of the
Democratic primary May 2, 1907.
For City Assessor.
The Sun is authorized to announce
the candidacy of Stewart Dick for the
office et city lessor; sUbject to the
action of the Democratic party.
For City Treasurer.
The Sun is authorized to announce
J. W. McKnight as a candidate for
the office of City Treasurer subject
to the action of the Democratic party.
Daily, Thought.
Absence of occupation is not rest:
a mind quite vacant Is a mind dis-
tresaed.-Cowper.
- --
GIVE HIM A CHANCE.
Indications point to the fact that
when the new superintendent, of city
schools assumes his office next fall he
will find nothing but executive duties
of routine nature to perform. With-
out considering his wishes or waiting
far him to study local conditions and
devise such a system td Suit the
needs of the city, as his 20 years' ex-
perience in the work should enable
him, the school board is considering
a scheme to lessen the hours of
work, a elianaii in the High school
principalship allfl the distribution of
grades, while they are giving heed
to popular clamour on the subject.
One of the faults of this school board
alas been a too attentive eat to sounds
political. Warning of its character
was given, when the candidates an-
nounced themselves as running on a
platform .pledging them to give jobs
to Paducah people.
We know nothing of the capabili-
ties of Professor Carnagey, but we
protest, he is entitled to absolute
freedom in the ronduct of the
memo's, so far as lies in the province
of a superintendent. We do not set
ourselves op as competent to judge,
better than a superintendent of 20
years' experience, whether longer or
shorter hours are needed; neither do
we think that popular clamour will
suffice In the matter. All questions of
administration and discipline should
be left to the superintendent, who
necesaarile would have to confide in
the sehool board to' secure its sanc-
tion.
Mapping out a school system does
not fall within the expert knowledge
of men, 'who run Nektons, groceries,
drug stores, newspapers or steam-
boats, or who work on houses. In
factories or in the streets. That ex-
pert knowledge belongs to school
men, and dictating the policy of a
new superintendent and denting with
teachers and principals over his head
will mark his administration less a
mimesis than conditions warrant from
the start. Give the new superintend-
ent a fair choice-to make good.
•
Recent, murder .trials involving
etime nundredi of thousands of 001-
litre as
deveSoped some forges Of elianity s lily make
sew to Most of us. We hive besides ord Herald
ihe "exaggei sled ego," brata storms,
explosive insanity, nuerotic cyclones
and adolescent vagaries, all of which
are peculiarly applicable to murder
cases, in that the first manifestation
of the disease is coincident with the
crime, and the death of the victim
removes the cause of the insanity and
the patient is well again, thus saving
him from the mad house as well is
the electric chair. Modern science has
developed some wonderful refine-
mesas of th mental diseases, which
we have been wont to speak of as
just "nutty". We watch with inter-
est the scientific differentiations of
the various forms of kleptomania.
Since Ma. Harriman concedes that
President Roosevelt means all right:
the rest of us can assure him that the
president is proceeding in the right
manner. Perhaps, as Mr. Ha,rriman
suggests, the president is lacking in
business experience, but he seems to
be in no wise lacking in moral per-
ception. There Is only one way to
eradicate evil, and that is to cut it
out root and branch. The legitimate
railroad business will not he injured
by the procees. It is unfartunate for
the heads of some great industrial
organizations to consider themselves
immune from the civil and moral
law. Long public and Official ac-
quiescence in their practices, while
they have been growing and growing,
have instilled this belief in successive
generations of captains of industry.
Unfortunately, too, practical men
have been succeeded by speculators
who instead of intensely developing
their legitimate properties, have been
exploiting the stocks for their own
enrichment, deferring, withholding
and granting dividends at their pleas-
re, watering stock and issuing
bonds when it served their purposes;
selling the stock at a premium, and
then depreciating it and buying it
back. All this has tended to put in-
vestment in some industrial stocks on
a level with a crap game with loaded
dice. Those are big concerns, but
they are not as big as the United
States of America and it in no wise
increases our sympathy for the man
on the grill to hear him patronizing
our president.
It was quite characteristic of the
Democratic organ, after publishing
without comment about a column
and a half of matter credited to the
Chicago Tribune, and eulogizing
the record of the Fifty-ninth con-
gress, to produce an editorial the '
next day, denouncing the congress as
extravagant and reckless. We won-
dered when we read that extract
from the Chicago Tribune. whether
the organ and Jo Blackburn had
amended their opinions at the same
time.
DEATHS OF A DAY
Harrison Moore.
Harrison Moore, of Littleaville,
died last night from pneumonia. lie
was 61 years old and leaves a wife
and five oiildren. The funeral will
take Pace this afternoon at 4 o'clock
with burial tu Oak Grove cemetery.
SAYS ADAMS IS PAWN
IN INDUSTRIAL FIGHT.
Wallace, Idaho, Itarch 6.-"Steve
Adams is only a pawn in the great
game that is being played. The pros-
ecutors in this case do not belleve
Adanis is guilty. They never did be-
lieve it."
So declared Attorney E. F. Rich-
ardson today in his plea to the jury
to acquit Adams of the charge of
illing Fred Tyler. He besed tile
plea on the theory that the state is
making use of Adams only for tate
putrpose of convicting others that
his tries is but a minor issue in the
great fight between the Mine Owners'
association and the Western Federa-
tion. of Miners.
A feature of Judge Richa.rdson's
address this morning was his severe
denunciation of detectives in general
and McPairthand in particular.
"The detective agency that employs
McPartianst," he declared, "is not an
organization that is known to the
law. -It is private interest working
for private ends, or perhaps obeying
the behest of some one holding priv-
ate position, who employes it."
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Palmer-W. M. Holmes, Kansas
City, Mo.; B. L. Logan. St. Louis;
Joe Rothschild, Louisville; 0. B.
Pfaff, New York; G. N. Willis, Cin-
cinnati; Vtr,. B. Blakemon, Martin,
Tenn; H. C. A':britton, Mayfield; H.
L. Parmenter, ,Pittsburg; B. It.
Smith, •Daweenceburg, Ind.; C. Phil-
lipe. Mutrait; S. _J. - Leavitt*, Louis-
ville; G. B. Waiter, Suffolk, Va.; J.
L. Clarke, Atlanta, Ga.; H. I, Fried-
man, Dvansville; W. T. O'Connell,
Baltimore.
Bel vedere-W. 13. Singleton, Nash-
It would have been all off with the
other applicants for the position oft
school superintendent, had a man se-
ven teen tall asked for the job.
That juror, who resembles John D.
Rockefeller, is in luck, if it is a
touching resemblance.
Stoner Ferguson. slayer of Gus
Morris, seems to here conducted quite
a masterly retreat.
ROOSEVELT'S SUCCESSOR.
Straw votes recently taken among
the Republican members of the leg-
islatures, of Nebraska and South Da-
kota. to test their preference for the
next presidential nomination of their
party, show an almost unanimous
sentiment for Roosevelt, if he will
accept. From Kansas and other
states it Is reported that a delega-
tion in favor of Roosevelt will be
sent to the convention, whether he
likes it or not and there is talk to
other western
well as lotrnan ilven, have
the same effect in
states.
If, however, Mr. Roosevelt will
not accept another nomination-and
be has let it be known with com-
plete positiveness that he thinks the
best service he can render the coun-
try for the four years following
March 4, 1909, is not to be presi-
dent-toward whom of the other Re-
publican leaders is sentiment tend-
ing? To test this question additional
straw votessexcluding Roosevelewere
taken in both the Nebraska and the
South Dakota legislatures. The re-
sult showed that Taft had as much
support as all the others combined
In Nebraska Taft had 38 vote's His
nearest competitors were Root. Bev-
eridge and Fairbanks in that order,
with 8 7 and 6 votes respectively.
Cannon, La Follette, Cummins,
liver and Hughes had together 12
votes. In South Dakota Taft had 46
votes, with La Follette 17. Hughes
10. and Root, Shaw, Fairbanks, Doi-
liver and Moody together 24. For
both legislatures the total was Taft,
84; all others 84.
These votes are among the Indica-
tions that the progressive element of
the party, with Roosevelt out of the
running, is centering on Taft as the
best exponent of his policiea and the
most capable man for the chief mag-
istracy. It is equally certain that the
strength of the conservative and re-
ahtionary elements In the Republi-
c)* pasties Is tentering on Fairbanks
Between Fairbanks and Taft the next
national convention will very prob.-
its choice -Chicago Her
%tile; F. H. Burnes, Ooluinbus, Ga.;
C. Reynolds, MayfieltIHJ.' T,. Miller,
Louisville; A. L. lifitiaLISt: Louis; H.
W. Watson, Mt. Vernon, Ind.; W. W.
Here, St. Louts.
New Richmond-C. C. Baynes,
Metropolis; F. M. Hooper, Ashland
City, Tenn.; E, Jacobs, Dyersburg,
Tenn.; G. A. Rudd, Guntersville,
J. W. Denham, Hazel; Mbke Kelley,
Parkersburg Ill.; John Griffin, •Idotils-
ville; Claus! He:ton. Maxon Mills; J.
N. Currier, Paris, Tenn; John An-
derson, Amsted, Ill.; D. R. Black,
Kuttawa; Grant Purley, Marion, L11.;
W. HS Miliken, Salem.
Theater Unprotected.
Danville, Ill., March 6.-When the
trial of Will J. Davis,T6enter manag-
er of the Iroquois theater, charged
with manslaughter, in connection
with the death of almost 600 persons
when fire destroy esi the theater, De-
cember 30, 1903, was re-
sumed today. Attorney Buck-
ingham made the opening state-
ment and said the building lackti
many pieces of apparatus, which
should have been there to provide for
the safety of those who entered.
YOU DON'T HAVE 'TO WAlt
Every dose makes you feel better. Lax-Poi
keeps your whole insides right. Sold on the
money-back plan everywhere Pries Scc eats.
Wall Street Firm Suspends.
New York, March 6.-Ilenahel &
Block, members of the Consolidated
Stock Petroleum exchange, today
announced were unable to meet con-
tracts.
emallitewerualllieue6101611F\see
New Crop
11907 Shirts
i
The New Store's showing
of unusual things in Shirts is
attracting a world of atten-
i
tion from particular men.
The new pastel shades and
hellos, neat figures and spots
and the new ones with but-
tons to match the shirt are
swell to the limit; $1.50 and
$2.00. The new E. & W.
all-linen shirt:, for $3 50 and
the E. & W. imported madras
for $2.50 are the very essence
of fine shirt making. You
can see them in , he windows.
OFFICIALS HELD
AS RESPONSIBLE
Coroner's Jury Returns Sur-
prising Verdict
Chauncey 11epew and New York Cen-
tral Magnates Liable to Criminal
Prosecution,
RAILROAD CIRCLES STIRRED
New York, March 6.- The coro-
ner's jury which. has been Investi-
gating the wreck of February 16 in
the Bronx on which 28 persons met
death, todair returned a verdict find-
ing "that the New York Central and
Hudson River Railroad company didl
not take all the necessary precautions
to guard its passengers at this point
and consequently were culpably neg-
ligent, and that the responsibility for ,
the existing conditions seems to be
divided between the construction,
and operating departments."
When Coroner Schwannecke re-'
ceived the verdict he turned to the!
jury and asked: Can you gentlemen'
find any individual responsible?"
"There is our verdict," answered
the foreman.
"Then " answered the coroner, "I,
will hold the entire board of direc-I
tors of the New York Central and al-
so the president and will parole them
until tomorrow morning at 10 o'clock
when I serail accept ball.
This verdict was rendered after
over two weeks' investigation by the
canceler and a jury chnijng which
many witnesses 'nave been called.
When the coroner had announced
'his decision to hold the directors and
the president-of --ther-road, attorneys
for the Central objected vigorously
without avail. Coroner Schwannecke
declined to say what charge he
would lodge against the officials held
by him, saying this would be made
known tomorrow.
Assistant District Attorney Smith
as he was leaving the court remark-
ed that now he could present the case
to the grand jury.
The directors of the New York
Central are: Chauncey M. Depew,
William K. Vanderbilt, Frederick K.
Vanderbilt, Samuel F. Barger, J.
Pierpont Morgan, H. K. Twornbly,
William H. Newman, Charles C:
Clarke George S. Bowdoin, M. S.
Rockefeller, D. 0. Mills, James Still-
man and G. F. Baker, W. H. New-
man is president.
FIRST WELLESLEY CHIEF DEAD
Miss Ada L. Howard, Noted Educa-
tor, Succumbs to Pneumonia.
Wellesley, Mass., March C.- The
death from pneumonia of Miss Ada
L. Howard, first president of Welles-
ley College, at Brooklyn, N. Y., last
night, was announced here today.
Miss Howard was born in 1829. She
was for several years a teacher at
Mount Holyoke College and at the
Western College, Oxford, Ohio; was
at one time principal of the woman's
department of Knox College, Gales=
burg, Ill., and later condttcted a pri-
vate school at Bridgeton, N. J., from
which she was called to preside over
Wellesley College, becoming the first
woman president of a college. Miss
Howard held the position of prese
dent until her health failed in' 1881.
COURT-MARTIAL DOORS CLOSED
Fourteen 'Recharged Soldiers Sub-
poenaed in Penrose Case.
San Antonio, lex., March 6.- To-
day's session in the Penrose court-
martial ,catie was held behind closed
doors. Major Blocksom was on the
witness stand all morning.
Fourteen of the discharged coldiers
of the Twenty-fifth infantry,who have
'testified before the senate committee
at Washington, have been subpoena-
ed to testify before the court-martial.
The government, it is understood,has
refused to advance transportation for
the discharged -Soldiers, but It has
l been arranged that after actuallycovering the mileage they will be re-
imbursed.
Street Cars Collide.
Louisville, March 6. - Shelby
street and Chestnut street cars col-
lided at the street intersection today.
Twele passengers were injured. Hen-
ry Guckes and John Pfennern seri-
ously. Others escaped with cuts and
bruises.
415. alT
allIllai6"1111111 leetu age in behalf of the 'a:I to this expedient to throw hie Oise I
leollitessetit'wessit'll11110.0
C. & 0. Has Wreck.
Ke., ̀ March 6.-A brok-
en flange wrecked nine cars of met--
ehand)se on the Chesapeake & 0111 lo
near here todey. The track was torn
up for 200 yards.
calved th-at Rue( ;Animism.
(smewstand resseyteeten. The wely bees has suecesedied Ste pat- and 111 the recess last, night it was
Thenumbereand Presbyterians will ding the prosecution as to the ex- derided that no sufficient reason for
It 0 A lt" 
ebeistian herch. Tee Rev. Barbee thought, however, thee be has resort- ,forward. .
meet again this evening at the First act (Sumner., of his hate* more. It Is delaying election had been
t.
STATE RIGHTS.
 11
President Roosevelt covered a ei.1.•
range in his talk to the Harvard stu-
dents. He began with athletics,
which he hokie in hitt esteem, and
ended with state rights, of which he
has not an exalted °pinto*. His crit-
icism of them, or of the use to which
they are occasionally put, may add to
the irritation of those nervous per-
sons who think they see symptoms
of as deliberate movement in the di-
rection of a centralized governmeta
and the abasement of the states.
There is more or lese truth in the
president's statement that the men
who say that the general movement
cannot, without a violation of state
rights, carry out the "proper and ad-
equate supervision" of corporations
Mr. Roosevelt th4nks is needed are
unwilling that corporations Should
be supervistel properly by any agency.
He about hits the mark also when he
says these men are powerless to out-
line any plan of constructive states-
manship which shall give -relief. Un-
questionably it is often the casse that
the beneficiary of corporate abuses or
his hired advocate can find no other
argument against national action to
end the abuses than that it would be
unconstitutional because an infringe-
ment on the reserved rights of the
states.
Nevertheless, the states have rights
which the national government is
obliged to respect. The president ad-
nuts they have rights and says "they
should be preserved When they mean
the people's rights, but not when
they mean the people's wrongs-not
when they stand for wro'ng or oppres-
sion of any kind or (or national weak-
ness or impotence at home or abroad."
This is a statement of the case which
will appeal strongly to many, but it
is to the constitution that one must
,turn finally to ascertain what the 'tu-
itional goserilment and the. fatale gov-
ernments can or cannot do. If the
interpreter of that instrument, the
isupreme court, shall say that Rime
,abuse, teiersted by a state, is outside
Ithe jurisdiction of the national gov-
ernment it must submit.
The licensi4-044nation.al gov-
ernment of state,corporstions ma,nb-
facturing articles that enter into in-
terstate commerce has been proposed.
The object would be ,to seetire the
"proper and adequate control" of the
corporations. There are those who
ePPOse the measure -as unconstitu-
tional. Some of its opponents may
notebeliesse what the ysay, but others
do. Endless argument will not set-
tle the controversy. Assertions that
the states lack the power or the In-
clination to attend to the matter
preperly will not settle it. The only
way to settle such a question would
be to enact a law and see what the
supreme court tholight of it from the
purely constitutional point of view.
The men e•titt *ref There is an effort
to strip the states of their rights
need not be alarmed. They will have
the aid of the supreme court in de-
(eating such efforts if they shall be
made. In •the past, when the federal
government ha % attempted to exert
a power that the court did not be-
lieve it had, it has staid the band of
the government, no matter how ex-
cellent the motives by which it was
actuated.--Chicago Tribune.
Natural Inference.
She-Miss Cutter is it great cut up.
He Takes after her father, I sup-
pose.
She- How so? •
He-lie's a hospital surgeon, yen
know.
RUKCP IR FUGITIVE
Frhico.Boss Forfeits Illa Bond of
1930,000.
'Stun Francisco, Oat., March 6-
Abe Rust is ft fugitive from justice.
His bell of $50,000 was declared for-
feited when he failed to appear in
Judge Dunne court todey. and a
bench warrant was Issued for his ar-
rest Last night a report was re-
is In Los
The New
Spring Haberdashery
N4ORE and more of the newSpring Furnishing Goods are
arriving every day-Neckwear, Shirts,
Hosiery, etc., abounding in pleasing
color combinations and handsome
weaves.
The bulletin of late arrivals is
very interesting and includes:
McCutcheon's
Imported Scotch Plaid Four in-Hands 50c
at
Batswings
50cAnd four-in-hands in Scotch plaids,blacks and tobacco browns
Emery Shirts
Coat style, in both plaited and plain bosom,
checks, plaids and the ei nn ti En
very swagger stripes ....,... MU, Q I WU
Fownes' Gloves
$200For spring, English Walking anddress styles 
Sce the Window Displays.
BUSY 'ROUND CITY HALL,
Merry War Between Harrison and
Reed Factions.
While G. R. Davis is quietly work-
ing among his friends, and Col. J. E.
Potter, is sounding the loud timbrel,
the merriest war among Democratic
city factions in years is being waged
between the forces of 'City Attorney
Tom Harrison and Col. Charles Reed.
Harriman, it is claimed, is making
his fight, with the removal of Chief
of Police Collins, as his main issue,
while the administration quite natu-
rally is making a campaign to head
off MT. Harrison. The claim Is made
at the city 'hall that the present
board of police and are commission-
ers will hold for three years in spite
of everything Mayor Tom can do.
However, he seems to have consider-
ed this suggestion himself, and
smiles knowingly, as if something up
his sleeve tickles him when the idea
'is mentioned. Mayor Yeiser's office
has taken on its pre-election air of
, mystery and activity, and the busy
sign is hanging on the knob quite fre-
iquently. Mayor Yelper always takes
the interest a citizen should in mu-
nicipal elections.
WOULD STOP DOUBLE SALARIES.
Wisconsin Finds Many University
Beads Drawing Two, rays.
Madison, Wis., March 6.-In ac-
cordanee with a joint resolution
g-dooted San week, Secretary of.,Oate
Frear last night sent a commueioa-
Lion to the legislature giving the
names-and salaries of state employes
on two pay roils, The list oonta.ins
the names of a wore of professors
and other persons drawing Pay tot-
work in the state university and in
different departments In the state
capitol. The revebatIoffic In most in-
stances create osneld era Le lei reel ee.
and the legislature will deubtleas en-
act a Saw prohibiting elate employes
front being on two pay roils.
Werth rile the federal courts.
HOARD CONSIDERING
POSTPONING ELECTION
Explaining the reason for taking a
recess in the school board meeting
last night, Trustee Kelly said this
morning that It WM for the purpose
of considering the urgent appeals
made to them to defer the election
of superintendent. All day yester-
day the trustees individually ,were
requested . to postpone the election
. .
Subscribe for The Owe
brought
PA IstiCAil CINDERELLA
Loses Her Slipper ahd Big Polleenum
Finds It.
If the fair owner of a French
heeled slipper will eels at pelice head-
quarters, she can secure it by produc-
leg the mate and trying it on in the
presence of a committee.
"0. if that slipper could only talk,
what a story it could tell!" ruminated
Chief Collins this morning.
It'e a patent leather affair, with a
Wide bow and a heel roar -inches high.
"Naughty, naughty," continued the
• reflectively, 89 he turned it
around and around. wonder if
the man's hat flew out in the street
eitty you; or-you poor dainty thing
-did the laughing water make your
mistress unsteady, so you missed the
hat?"
"No. Nobody could wear rolaer
skates with a shoe like that.
" -yee-ek atee all right. And
maybe the rollers later."
Anyway, there it is, Chief Col-
inas will go broke the owner will nev-
er call.
First Life Insurance Company.
The "Society of Assurance for
Widows and Orphans" was the first
known life insurance company ana
was established in London in 1699.
1`171; heart easily is convinced by
the cl3quenee of living lees.
Modesty is the best policy.
What Osteopathy Will Do.
There are but few people who have
not heard of Osteopathy, also of
some of its achievements. But there
are far too many who have accredit-
ed it with being good for only those
conditions from which they have
been cured, or which have come un-
der their observation. Not infrequent-
ly there is mutual surprise when on.
who was cured of rheumatism meets
another who has been cured of asth-
ma or constipation. This is a homely,
but very true illustration.
Personally, I have cured chronic
rases of constipation, rheumatism,
asthma, nervousness, neuralgia and
headaches for people whom you
know well, and the value of the Os-
teopathic treatment is but coming
generally known in Paducah, as It
Omuta be,
I 'Mould like to talk e.lth you at
any time about your part:eular case,
and know 4 can cite you to some of
your friends wise Will attest to what
the treatment has done for them its
similar dieeasee. Come to my orrice.
616 Broadway. or phone 1407 any
time from 9 to 12 or 2 to 6 p. m.
DL 41. B. FROA.G.,
411
I
•
A
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yirst 4howing of
1ew.6kirts kr Jpring
Otis Week
53Iaeks or Yancies $J0 to $20
Ai!lips tiVo.
adies'geadq-to-Wear 2epartmen1
Jeeond Yloor
-For Di. Pendley ring 416.
-For Copeland's stable phone 100
-Last night at a meeting o/e the
McCracken Medical society Dfc. J.W.
Bass and J. B. Acree presented pa-
pers on "Anaesthesia" and "Anatomy
of the Heart" respectively. The meet-
ing was largely attended and a suc-
cess.
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath 4001/2
Brpadway, Phone 196.
-M. H. Hogan has been brought
to the local Illinois Central hospital
for treatment for a brokep arm sus-
tained in Memphis in an accident in
the Memphis yards.
-Drink Belvedere the master
brew.. .
-Mrs. Hiram Smedley underwent
an operation at St. Louis yesterday
for nervous trouble. She was taken to
a private sanitarium two weeks ago
by Mr. Smedley. They will return
probably within two weeks.
-liprigh pianos from $150 to
$200. to reduce our stock of slightly
used pianos we make these offers. W.
T. Miller & Bro., 518 Broadway.
--Police Lieutenant Tom Potter is
suffering froth a bruised hand sus-
tained in brushing off his overcoat
two nights ago. The hand struck his
indelible pencil and inflicted a se-
vere wound which caused the hand
to become inflamed.
-Wedding invitations, announce-
ments ane every character of en-
graved wcrk is given careful, per-
sonal attention at The Sun.
-A. S. Miller a well known farm-
er of the county, found a bad quarter
among his pocket change yesterday.
while treating friends. and when ap-
prised of the fact went to the city
hall and surrendered the coin to the
authorities.
-Sexton, the sign writer, all
kinds of sign and advertising wring,
fine painting of every charactee, in-
side work and carriage painting and
repairing. Phone 401
-Master Thompson Rivers fell at
Longfellow school yesterday and se-
verely bruised his face. He is a son
of Mr. Ed Rivers, of the Paducah
Brewery company.
-Fine carnations at 50c per dozen
at Bra-aeons, 529 Broadway.
-Twenty-eight pauper patients
were yesterday afternoon transferred
from the old to the new poor house.
The new poor house is capable of
accommodating 40.
-Globe Wern:cite filing oases and
all supplies for ti also the best
line of carbons. A full line of blank
books and all kinds of office supplies
Telephone orders promptly filled. 04d
phone 436. R. D. Ceernents & 0o.
-You know your calling cards
are correct when they come from The
Sun. Script cards and plate $1.50 a
hundred, the Old English $3.
-Jim White, colored, died at
the 11:inois Central hospital last
night at 10 o'clock from general de-
bility. He was a section hand.
-We desire to announce to the
public that the temporary abandon-
ment, by the Traction company, of
their owl car service will not effect
our prices to and from depot. We
will continue to serve all who may
favor us with their patronage, at the
prevailing day rate. Palmer Transfer
Co.
-Belvedere Deer is a home pro-
duct. Remember that.
-If you haven't time to go home
for dinner try Whiteheadeo 2,5c din-
ner, 215 Broadway.
-City subscribers to the Daily
Sun who with the delivery of their
papers stopped must notify our col-
lectors or make their requests, di-
rect to ra- Sun office. No attention
will be pall to such orders when
(*Aver' to our carriers. Sun Pub. Co.
-Drink Belv'edere the Paducah
beer.
-Place your orders for wedding
Invitations at home. The Ntiti rdovii
as great an seeortrnent as you And
anywhere at priees much lower than
you pay eltewhere.
You can generally teli how meet n
!seats a thing by. the way he rails
START FOR CALIFORNIA. .
Number of Paducah Plumbers Leave
Today for Alameda.
Mr. and Mrs. William Robertson
and sons Charlie and Henry, of 426
North Fourth street, left this morn-
ing for Alameda, Cal., where they
will locate. They were accompanied
by Messrs. Ernest Baumgard, a
brother of Mrs. Robertson; Frank
Dargel, Albert Arts, and Al John-
sick, of Chicago, who go to Alameda,
also.
The men are all popular and well-
known plumbers of the city connect-
ed with the Ed Hannan establish-
met for some time. Mr. Robertson
is one of the most skillful mechanics
in Paducah. Alameda is across the
bay from San Francisco and on ac-
count of the great amount of build-
ing being done there and in vicinity,
the Paducah plumbers have been of-
fered liberal inducements to come on
to California.
TO DISMISS CASE.
Attorneys for Western Miners rile
Motion With Court.
Boise, Idaho, March 6.-At Cald-
well today, COUnsel for the officials of
the Western ,Federation of Miners,
filed a Motion to eternise the . case
aglalnet Moyer, Haywood and Petti-
bone, because the case was not tried
at the last term of court. The de-
fense um granted further time for
attorneys to arrive from Wallace. It
is believed the (ewe will be cabled on
Thursday, but no trial Is likely for
some time.
T. E. PATTERSON COMING
TO W. 0. W. CONFERENCE
T. E. Patterson, of Chattanooga,
Tenn., county trustee of Hamrton
county, Tennessee, arrived at 1
o'clock today from Chattanooga to
look over the plans made for holding
the W. 0. W. convention here March
12. Mr. Patterson is a representative
of the sovereign.
CONAN DOYLE SERIOUSLY ILL
Well Known Writer of Novels Suffer-
ing From Ptomaine Poisoning.
London March 6. -Sir A. Conan
Doyle, the well known writer, is se-
riosuly ill from ptomaine poisoning,
Backman's Glass Blowers.
Backman's Gass Blowers opened
last night to an exceptionally good
house. There were many ladies pres-
ent and the free souvenirs were ea-
gerly sought. It. is an exhibition full
of. interest for young and old and
showed remarkable skill on the part
of the operators.
Art Meeting of the Woman's Club.
An admission of 25 cents will be
charged, all not club members, desir-
ing to attend the Art meeting of the
Woman's club on Thursday at 3 p. m'
at Episcopal parish house. Beautiful
stereopticon pictures illustrating the
subjects will be shown.
PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS
U. D. C. Chapter.
The 'Paducah ehepter, United
Daughters of the Confederacy held
the meeting for Mar-eh with Miss
Adine Morton, at 612 Broadway Yes-
terday afternoote The meeting was
presided over by the fleet vice presi-
dent. Mrs. John 1... Webb, tp the ab-
sence of the PresildrEnt, Mrs. James
Koger, on acount of il'l'ness. Routtine
business was transacted. A very de-
14ghtful musical and literary program
followed the business session. Mete
Luke Rummel told most interestingly
of "The Confederate Navy." eters.
Lela Wilde Lewis wave a fine sketch
of Admiral, Raphael Semmes, of the
Confederacy. Mies Julia Scott sang
very charmingly "At. Parting"' by
Rogers, and ''l Long for You," by
Hawley. Miss Mary Scott played
Liebe' ng's "Serenade" with, delightful
finish and touch. Mx. Emmett Bagby
Bang very impressively, giving "In
Ole Virginia." for an encore.
Woman's Club.
The Woman's club wil meet in reg-
ular session tomorrow afternoon at
the parish house of Grace Episcopal
church. The business meeting
will begin promptly at 2- o'clock and it
Is especialle important as there will
be an election of officers, which the
constitution and by-laws of the fed-
erated clubs calla for at this time. "
Am open meeting will be held at
3 o'clock under the auspices of the
Art department' of the club. A most
attractive program wile be Peemated
with stereopticon pletures. These Pic-
tures are especially beautiful and will
be used in connection with the talks
made, they are 42 in number and
have just been received from Chicsigo.
The program is:
L Wien solo-AngeN Sweetly
Sing-Handel-Mies Julia Scott.
2. The Angm and Saint in Art.-
Miss Alice Compton.
a. "Ave lelitiria" from Cavalleria
RustiCalla'Mr. David Flournoy.
4. The Madonna in Art-Miss Anna
Webb.
The members of the club are re-
quested to bring their rnemberehlp
tickets with them and present at 'the
door for admission.
'Miss Jennee Wallace, of Sturgis,
Ky., is the guest of her aunt, Mm, F.
E. Alloway, 2322 West Broadway, en
route from Campbell, Mo., to -her
home.
Matinee Musical Club.
The Matinee Musical- club is meet-
ing this afternoon at the parish- house
of Grace Episcopal church. It is a
Saki t-Saene -and Berlioz afternoon
and the program is a very attractive
one. Ttue room has been prettily
decorated with, flowers and 411031recilanY
arranged fur the occasion by the
-leaders, Mrs. David G. Murrell and
Miss Vergioi-a Newell. The progren)
to be presented is:
Current Events.
Saint-tens "Minuello," four hands
-Messes Connie and Lethia Puryear.
Bertolz "La 'Captive (in French)-
Mrs. David Flournoy.
"Two Interesting French Compos-
ers"-Mies Kathleen Web iterfleld,
Saint-Seem; "Dense Macabre"-
Mrs. D. G. Murrell.
Se n t -Seen s "My Heart at Thy
Sweet Voice" I from Sam-son and
Deeitat -Mies Mamie Dreyfus.
( A ) Ber tole "Ballet des Sylph e
(B) Saint-Saens "The Swan," violin
A:ine Bagby.
Seint-Saerts "First Mazurka"-Miss
Mary Bood n rant.
Saint-Seems (Selected) Mrs,
James Weitire.
Berleiz "Ittiogertaftlkarch." phatio
trio from "Dansaaticie of Faust"-
Misses Hem, Wilhelm and Oaernee.
Saint-Stens "The Tourney of King
Johal-Mr. Robert Mincelillen,
Pleasant Birthday Party.
Miss Eula 0. White entertained
quite a number of friends last even-
ing, In honor Of her twelfth birth-
day. Delightful refreshmentes were
served and a very enjoyable time was
Roll Up the Profits.
The elite is rolling In the wave: th• wove Is rolling In.
Now if you'd roll In wealth you crow*. If you would roll in
Just ADVERTISE in proper size, thin* ourely be bleet
And net e way* of trouble roll across your poaeoful broatit.
spent. Those present were: Misses
Vivian Kelly, Jacy and Ethel Harper,
Mary Pear'. Robinson. Robbie Gil-
lum, Mania and Halite Tutker, Myr-
tle and Hattie Watson, ha and Hen-
rietta Earnhart, Juliette Pace, Katie
Rose, Callie Scott, Marguerite Dug-
ger, Marguerite Laveau, Nora Welt-
ba, Hattie Pierson, Bessie Span, la-
dessa Iseman,Katie Stewart and Mas-
ters Terrence Gardner, Raymond
Perry, Joe- Pace, Louis Laveau, Jes-
se and Paul Rose, Carlton White W.
B. and Jesse White, Arden Phipps.
Mr. Lon Skinner is -here from the
cast.
Mr. So) C. Dryfuss -is in Louisville
on business.
MT. Felix G. Rudolph has returned
from Ballard county.
The Rev. T. J. Owen has returned
from visiting his daughter-in-law,
Mrs. Cornelius Owen, of Fulton.
Mr. .B A. Logue, wife and daugh-
ter, Mies Elizabeth, of Mayfield, have
returned home, 
4
Manager G. B. Elmore and line
Superintendent Samuel Duval, of the
Western Union Telegraph, are in-
specting the line between here and
Wickliffe.
Me. John Theobald will return the
last of this week from Hot Springs,
Ark.
Mr. Aubrey J. Thompson and wife
have gone to Amerilla, Texas, to re-
side. s
Miss Dathe. Norman, of Mayfield,
has returned home after visiting Mrs.
Lawrence Altwitton, of West Jeffer-
son street.
Mrs. T. H. Ward, of Fulton, is here
visiting her tusbrand who is ill at
the Illinois Central hospital.
Mrs. Louis Kolb, who was taken
suddenly ill Monday night, is much
better.
Mrs. Walter -Shepherd will return
to Fulton this evening after a visit
to her mother, Mrs. Sophia Baum-
gard, of 1713 Broad street. Mrs.
Baumgard who has been le Is now
recovering.
Mr. T. H. Bridges, the contractor,
has returned from a business trip to
Hopkinsville.
Mr. E. L. Huddleston, the popular
traveling salesman, has resigned his
position with the Sutherland Medi-
cine company and accepted a similar
one with the Hecht Clothing compa-
ny.
MTS. Charles Trueheart returned- to
her home in Louisville today after
a weeks vIsit to her brother, M-r.C. F.
Rieke, arid aunt, Mm. Melinda Rehm.
Mrs. Rohne who recently broke her
arm, is much improved.
TAP.' REV: G. D. H.eMM
DECLINES THE CALL.
The Rev. G. D. Hamm has declined
the call to the German Lutheran
church, and a business meeting will
be held Sundiay at 2:34e o'clock. The
Rev. Paul- Bente will preach Sunday.
Tribute to the Rev. David C. Wright.
Today's Memphis Commercial-Ap-
peal says:
"Rev. D. C. Wright, of Grace
church, Paducah, Ky., addressed the
gathering at the Merchants' Exchange
yesterday upon the actuality of inter-
course between God and men and ne-
on the equality ofChristianity and the
moact sciences as to their authenticity.
Dr. Wright has a most emphatic and
convincing way 0( expressing his be-
Hefei, and exhibits an earnest and
determined desire to place the Chrie-
Danny _of whic,h he is so able an ex-
Ili:orient beyond the need of an apolo-
getic. His familiarity with the great
moral and religious difficulty of the
day, namely, the demand for a proof
of the divine, is obvious, and he at-
tacks the problem with the couTake of
a mac settled In 'his convictions.'
Steer Is Mired.
While a drove of cattle were being
driven to th stockyards one of them
get away near Smith & Scott's tobac-
co warehouse, Eighth and Burnett
streets, anti plunging into a swamp
behind the warehouse, got mired un-
til only it. nose was sticking out. Ail
efforts proved futile to rescue the an-
imal until late this afternoon.
Mach Oeton Destroyed.
New Orleans, La., 'March C.-
About 1,000 bailee of cotton an dart
entire portion of the New Orleans cot-
ton cornprees was destroyed by fire
early today. The loss is estimated
at about $60.000.
Have Yee Noticed That-
imaginary importance bas the
merit of producing something like
satisfaction.
Judge (in breach of promise
case)-You Ray you must have beee
temporarily insane when you propoe-
ed to the plaintiff. Can you prove
it,
Defendant--I can, Your Honor, if
you will cause the plaintiff to remose
her veil so that .he jury can see her
f aee -E'xch a nee.
Mat consThlers it a good excuse
Af . his **lie will beiteve. '
belies tier.
i The innocent are gay.-Cowper
-"one men measure thlr plea- ,
the heiffsehe that Alitiotre it.
In Police Court.
Most of the long session of police
court this morning was taken up in
hearing the warrants against Wag-
goner for violating the Sunday clos-
ing law and Charley Slaughter for op-
erating a gaming -house. In the other
cases several large lines were assess-
ed.
No evidence was adduced to show
that Charley Slaughter operated a
gaming house and the warrant' on
that count was dismissed.On count of
gaming himself he pleaded guilty
and was fined $30 and costs.
Mack McKinney, colored, for us-
ing obscene language and being
drunk and disorderly, was fined $20
and costs.
Edwin Peak flourishde a pistol at
Rexie Raper and threatened to end
her existence therewith. For this un-
gentle behavior and for carrying con-
cealed a deadly weapon, he was fined
$50 and full costs.
John Montjoy charged with mali-
cious cutting will be given a hear-
ing Saturday morning, being postpon-
ed from absence of witnesses. Will
Fan, alias Will Fox, arrested yester-
day for breaking into the house of
Frank Wilcox in the county, by Dep-
uty Clark Fortson, will be tried Sat-
urday also, all his witnesses not be
Mg present.
In Bankruptcy.
D.Rehkopf filed an amended sched-
ule with Judge Bagby in the bank-
ruptcy court, listing his household
effects at $2,200. Now his wife, and
daughter, Mrs. Earl Walters, claim
the household effects as their proper-
ty. Trustee A, E. Boyd will not sur-
render the property until the owner-
ship is proved.
Judge Bagby will go to Smithland
tomorrow to try the cases of J. H.
Nelson, of Hampton, Ky., and Dr. J.
D. Foley, of Lola. Ky. On March 12,
Judge Bagby will go to La Center to
try the case of W. D. Melton,
Deeds Filed.
H. L.McGuire to Anna.H. McGuire,
store house in Woodville, $5 and oth-
er considerations.
Marriage Licenses.
Ernest C. Ranstlell to Jeannie E.
Knott. Miss Knott is the daughter of
Justite C. I. Knott, of the county.
•••••
New Suits.
St. Louis Jewelry company against
C. N. Baker, of Noah's Ark store, for
$110 due on account.
Court Notes,
Attorney W. A. Berry is acting
Judge of the circuit come. at Benton
today in Judge Reed's place. Judge
Reed is sick.
$210..0.01 folding baby buggy for sale
cheap. 100114 Jefferson street.
FOR SALE-Ladies western sae--
saddle, in good order, cheap. Apply
at Kettler house 321 S. Third street,
FOR SALE-Acre property just
beyond city limits, affording excellent
Investment at tack-o per acre. H. C.
Hollins, Real Estate. Telephone 127.
FOR SALE-South Side, 11 blocks
from oBroadway, good neighborhood,
five rooms, pantry, two porches, out-
houses, lot 50x132 with alley, $1,-
•51.)80. Call Hollins, telephone 124,
Trueheart building.
FOR SALE-eortn side, ten blocks
from Broadway, five-room house,
stable, buggy house. etc., shade trees,
brick walks around house, $1,500.
H. C. Hollins, Real Estate and Rent-
als, Trueheart Bldg. Telephone 127.
II 
SPRING
We want yen to see the
handsome display of Spring
Hosiery shown in our vesti-
bule ease. Complete lines are
arriving and it gives pleasure
to announce A display this
season which even we have
Miter before excelled.
Rots% 4inhell 15604.
II
rooms furnished or unfurnished, 605
South Third street. Telephone 2086.
FOR SALE- Incubator, capacity
100 eggs. George Skelton, 817 South
Fifth. Old phone 2281.
FOR SALE--FIne Washburn man-
dolin, or will exchange for bicycle.
'Dr. M. Steinflold.
SEND your clothes to the Fault-
lees Pressing club, 302¼ Broadway.
High & Browder, proprietors. Sots
phones 1507.
W AeTT ED-To rent small dwell-
ing or flat. Addrees L. W. ,Henneber-
ger at The House of Quality. 422
Broadway.
FOR SAIJE--Faxon addition, lots
from $1.50 to $225.(fe. 56x193. 11.
C. Beeline, Real Estate and Rentals.
Tnieheart Bldg. Telephone-M.
FOR itieket TrOnr- room,
furnished or unfurnished, with or
Without board. Apply 622 Jeffeleson.
Old phone 2827.
FOR RIONT-Two brick store
houses. F)leventh and Broadway, one
two-gory brick business house,
'Thirteeuth and Clay. Paducah 01014'•
ing cotnAmay.
; -FOR -itAtir- hi-ve replete
list of desirable real estate and can
furnish whet you want. If you do
not find whet you want In our adver-
tised °fret*, call telephone 127. We
have it. H. C. Mollies, Trueheart
, 
13:dif-, Real Eaate and Rentals.
109•11 
FOR SAUE--Lot 40x1i05, in tiara-
ban addition, near corner 16th and
Madison, $500. Tedms. Inquire 824
Clark. 
FOR SALE-Excellent warehouse
FUR Sail
down Tu hART'S
a great Big pile
uv sTuff
Fur 10 cents
Hart haint got
no rume tu tel u
here. So kum down
and C 4 Ure self
6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO
EAT at Whitehead's restaurant
MITCHELLS for high-grade bicy-
cles, 326-328 South Third street.
FOR RENT-House on • Tenth
street near Jonas, J. R. McClain.
NICE ROOM and board, 726 Jef-
ferson. Old phone 1205.
FOR Heating and Stovewood ring
437 F. Levin.
WIANTED---Show cases. Write
Postmaster Pad ucab, Ky.
PARTNER WANTED. Clark & Son
13th and Hampton, phone 1775-r.
HOUSEHOLD, goods for sale. AP-
ply 5316 Harrison.
FOR SALE---Nice harness horse.
Apply 1,720 Madison.
FOR SALE-Barred Plymouth
reck eggs, $1 per 15. Phone 144,0.
CLO'l HES cleaned and' repaired.
Jas. Duffy, Phone 956-a.
OVERSTREET, the painter. New
phone 1025, old phone 976.
IA)ST-Glit chain purse. Reward if
returned to Mrs. H. Friedman, 815
Jefferson.
FOR RENT-Third floor over
Frank Just's barber shop, 117 N. 4th
St. Apply F. M. Fisher. Post Office.
FOR SALE-Buggy almost new, rub-
ber tire, removable top. Apply 1e2
Broadway. Phone 400.
FOR RENT- Newly furnished
room. Modern conveniences, 520
North Sixth Street.
POSITION WANTED- By young
man age 23. Have had experience in
all kinds Of clerical work. Can fur-
nish best of reference. Address M,
care Sun.
FOR SA,LE-Two-room house near
Salem avenue, on lot 4ex120 to alley;
out-houses, etc. H. C. Hollins, True-
heart Bldg. TelePhone 127.
WILLIAMS' furniture exchange
have moved from 538 South Third
to 205 South Third and would be
pleased to have their f•rzends and cus-
tomers call at their new place.
-FOR - SALE--Brick store-house.
two stories, good condition, desirably
located-, $3,75‘0, on long tithe:. H. C.
Hollins, Trueheart Bldg. Telephone
127.
FRESH FISH-Salt water herring
for Lent, received twice a week from
Baltimore. We sell eggs 26c a dozen,
3 lb can of tomatoes 10c. Gallagher
& Boyle, old phone 969 R, new
phone 518.
WANTED-$3,000 on real estate FOR SALE--Small truck farm of ,In Paducah. Address L. A. B., P. O. about two acres. Fair Improvements.Box, 673, City.   Four miles from • Brookport,
Good location for a doctor. Address
W. G. Barrett, Box 104, R. F. D. NO.-
3, Metropolis, Ill.
FOR RENT-Ten-room frame res- property on N. C. tracks 165 feet and
idence, Jefferson street, $3,5 per
month. H. C. Hollins, telephone 127.
FOR SALE-Six young white leg-
horn and three Plymouth Rock roos-
ters. Ring 653 in the morning.
Gelliesnice front room furnished for
rent. Bath and all modern conveni-
ences. Apply 918 Broadway.
fronting 100 feet on street, including
11 room house -with outbuildings and
one frame business house, $2,650. H.
C. Hoeing, Real Estate and Rentals.
Telephone 12,7,
FOR SALE-223. acre farm aTi
miles from Paducah on the Caine
grave: road. Bargain if sold at once.
FOR RENT- Two nice front Terms to suit purchaser. Plenty oe
fruit. Well improved. Address Get.
J. Jones, R. F. D. No. 2, Paducat,
Ky.
FOR SALID-Four-room cottage
on lot 50x105 to 16 foot alley, in-
cluding stable. Situated -Harrison
street, $1,300. H. C, Hollins, Real
Estate and Rental'', Trueheart Bldg.
Telephone 127.
WANTED-We have a buyer for a
farm of about 50 acres within five or
six miles of Paducah. Call telephone
127 or come to our office. H. C. Hol-
lins, Trueheart Bldg.
FOR SALE---North Side residence
Of eight rooms, bath, sewerage. Ex-
cellent location for boarding hollow
Lot 5011,73, $3.000, on convenient
Payments. C. Hotline, Real Es-
tate and Rentals, Trueheart Bldg
Telephone 127.
FOR SAIX-Foureroom house,
having pantry, 2 porches; let 241)e
211. fetueted short distance from
end of Trimble street car line, $1.250
Terms $200 cash, balance monthly.
H. C. Hollins, Real Estate and Rent-
als, Trueheart
- '1INOR teALE--Sotith Side. eonvote
to I. C, oboes, good' neighbetrhntui •
three-room home" with pantry, larv
and comfortable rooms, nicely turn-
imbed, substantially Melt and In good
Condition. Fine fruit in beck yard.
$1,400. H. C. Helltaa -Real Ilistste
and Rentale, Truseleatt Bldg. TM .-
phone Lt7.
_ ,
PA011 RIX.
OUR SPECIALTY
_
lieurs 8 a. al to 8. p. m.
Sunday 9 a m. to 4 p. M.
PHONE 330
We are the only dentists in
Paducah who take out your old
teeth and insert new ones the
same day. The old anti well
trodden paths are good, but the
new paths are better. We have
taken the lead, so crane with us.
Full set Of teeth ....—._ $O 00
Gold Crowns, Vit $350
Filling& e. b0c and up
Remember we use only the
best materials and guarantee all
gold work 10 years.
The Hill Dental Co.
204 1-2 Oroadway. Over Cherry's 6rocery.
Who represents New Orleans in Con-
gress is a calm and unemotional man
except when people talk to him of
Gen. Benjamin le. Butler and the
Union soldiers who occupied New
Orleans during the civil war.
"I euppose, Judge." said a friendi
to him recently, "sou were therej
when Butler's men stole tee spoons?'1
"No." rep:ied the Judge "I was
-- - - -
_Took the Stove. laway fighting in the army but Myr
Judge Adolph Meyer of Louisiana, family was there. What do you sup-
pose they did to us? They came into
imy mother's house one day when the
dinner was cooking on the stove—
"And stole the dinner, I suppose,'
broke in the friend.
"Stole the dinner, my eye!" roared
tile Judge. "They threw the dinner
on the floor and stole the stove."--
Satuiday Evening Post. —
 Arimosiossommizmomossirvr-
I CITY TRANSFER CO
Now located at
Cllauber's Stable.
We are ready for all hinds of hautlint,
TEl EPHONF 499
Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
 Incorp  
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.
I22•124 N. Fvourth t. horsea 787
Tosalleg Alrit  Jahr
A Residence Phone
For Five Cents a Day
It will save you twice that mueh in car fare, not
counting your time and wasttd energy. Talk it
over with the ,Contract Department—No. 650.
Do it today.
PADUCAH IPME TE ENIONE CO., Inc.
Business Phones $2.50 a moilth.
Residence Phones 81.50 a month.
Good and Speedy Telephone
Service
Is the only posible result from our new and improved outeldeconetruction. modern eeistral office equipment and improved op-erating rube. Let us put in a HOME phone for you:
112.50a iiioiith for business phones..
$1.30C ..... nth for residence phones.
PADUCAH HOME TELEPHONE CO.
I neorp.trat rd. 0
s
7Fewe - eintelawle01111.1neesewee
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ICHICAGO ROADS
GIVE INCREASE
Forty-two Lines and Fitty-tive
Thousand Men Attectea
Eanployes May Accept or Reject Offer
Niade By System of Greta
West.
OVERTIMIi; TO DE CONSIDERED
St. Paul, March G.— The manag-
er's committee, reptesentIng 42 rail-
roads west of Chicago, has announc-
ed an important schedule of advance
in pay which has been tendered
freight and passenger conductors and
trainmen. In case this schedule does
not prove acceptable to the employes
the roads will use their influence to
Weak Women
NEED VINOL
its cod liver tonic elements
create vitality and strtngth
There are +h lin d re de of women In
Paducath weak, thie, run-down, tired
out and nervous, just in a condition
co fall a in-ey to any disease.
Our loose. dtrugeiet, W. B. McPher-
son, says such women need Vince, our
vitality making and strength creating
tonic.
Vino' is not a patent medicine,
but the medkina; elements of goodthrow the entire matter open to ar- old-fashioned cod liver oil in a bigh-t:titration and prevent a strike If ty
possible. 
concentrated form—taken from
. fresh cods' livers—the useless oilThe method of arbitration, should eliminated and tonic Iron added.such action prove necessary, is to he' This is why It creates an appetite.determined upon later. The offer af- l eones up the digestive organs, makesfecti 55,000 men. ricb red.
b
The tender of the managers of strenrhd 
and replaces weakness
.heavy Increases of pay is the result of We eel: every weak, thin, run-downconferences lantin more than a 'nervous and aged person in Paducahmonth, participated in by the gen...to try Vince on our guarantee to re-anti managers representing various tern money if it does not benefitlines, and general chairmen from
each system, representing the em-
ployes Involved.
Matter Up to the Men.
them. W. B. MiePherson, Druggist.
iegtITIO.---Wlelle we are wee agents
for Vireel in Paducah, it is now for
sale e the leading drug store in near-
-
STATE RATE BILL
IS LEGAL PUZZLE
question of Constitutionality
is Mooted
Attorney General Insists That It Is
and Others Say It Is Not and
They Argne.
THE FILE OF TWO CENT FARE
Springfield, Ill., March 6.—When
the Republican steering committee
met today prior to the regular ses-
sion of the house Judge Lindly,chatr-
marl of the committee, laid before it
the opinion of Attorney General
Stead as to the constitutionality of
the 2-cent maximum passenger rate
bill of theecomma'ee on railroads.
Upon that opinion will depend
greatly not only the time for house
action on the bill tint also the form
in which the bill will be advanced to
third reading and passed.
Attorney General Stead's opinior
was to the effect that the bill as
drawn is constitutional: that there is
no question of the right of a legis-
lative body to enact laws fixing a
maximum rate for passenger traffic
on the roads in the state. The opin-
ion will also, it is asserted, hole that
the question of what constitutes a
reasonable rate is a matter for the
eottets to decide—in other wordsehat
WEDNESDAY, NI %WTI 0.
1314MOAD
BAIN/1"SM)
FOR EPIRY FOOT
FIVE B/G v12167rt?RIES
We make every style of shoe that
is worn. That is one yeason why we
can give you better value for the
money in Diamond Brand shoes
than is possible in factories making
only one kind of shoe.
Ai we operate five large plants, subdivided into seven
specialty faeteries, every inch of leather czn be utilized in
rorr.: &pare-rent and me are enabled to grade car leather
to melee uniformly thc highest quality without weste.
- Ask your dealer for Diamond Brand Shoes.'
44 pAge,C) BstEctatMa
XI: AIME' MOPE P7,44-7 ,SWOES THAN
ANY CT//ER ANISE /N WEST
e%Asia. 
- - --.-----
inow, is a probability.Spooner's Strceesor.
M.adison, Wis.,. March C.— The
election of ex-Congressman Isaac For five necterlas In the year Cairo,
Stephenson, of Marinette, for the re- Rule. is a dead city, no one staying
mainder of Senator Sp-ooner's term In to endure the heat who can get away.
the United States senate, and an open.,
field with no favorites for tile regu- The world is perfeetly beautiful,
tar term beginning two years from for it is the work of God.—Diogenea.
These eonferences have just closed IY every town and city in the country. such legislation is subject to court
and the general chairmen are now re- ,Look for the Vinci agehey in eour review. i
turning to their various lines, to stiteltc`wn'  
Opponents of the bill in its presentniTt the schedule of increases to the l   form, which provides for a fiat 2-men for a decialon. 'reinexx...422004,0•Neeeereementeesie cent rate on all railroads within the
Whether the employes will aceept state, contend that an. adverse deci:_the tender or licit -tell not be known. sTRIKING COLOIle. .sitin-Tii any particularcage would fu-nnel the results of the work I validate the bill. This opinion is deof the general chairmen are report-i4"""E"e3"*"1"8"ea*°36911 
, rectly opposed to that of Mr. Chiper-ed. The offer: of the managers Is list 
port-
'field, of the steering committee, who
1
Ties, waistcoats and socks of strik-'
ling colors for evening dress form an 1 ,,,,,,e ,foi who ,,iii present his
Mm-
follows: Jute been looking up decisions in sim
Conductors in passenger service innovation that a coterie of Young SO- views ----s --- ---- ..--  ---are to be granted an increase of pay , at tomorrow's meeting of the _ of $10 per mehrit. 
clety men is attempting to Introduce',Republican steering committee. 1
DecPassenger agemen are to be 
in St. Louis. Wearing these novell
granted ate se of $6 per month. 
ties they may be seen here and there court and the supreme court of the
isionsof the Illinois supreme, 
at the large theaters on "society.emen tUnited States apparently are flatly at
Passenger - brak and flagmen 
are to be granted an increase of $5
per month.
-
Proportionate and equitable offers
of increases in overtime pay 
are.rot 
suffista'°3 of 
ctectey distinguish the sociti,The prospective reduttion in passen-Its wearers, are the p:eas in:ger fares by the Illinois railroads was;made part of the tender. The traiii- 1 •
abatement entered by tnoee seekingiunder discussion.
men have Insisted upon an Increase 
• iI to introduce the new garb. Thus far, The position assumed by the boardof 12 per cent. In both the 
passengeronly a dozen, of young St. Louis men / :Is that since the legislature and the'and freight service: !have begun at this matter, but they/commiesion have concurred jitrisdic-'The offer of the managers is 
con-lare banded together by a firm belief 
'
tin In the matter of rate reductions, Isteered liberal and will, if 
accepted,lin the right and destiny of their puri
pose. 
the srtuation Assumes a phase similar 
to j(mitre Since the assem-line in the miefiwest, Northwest and 
4e-sew ie . ,
• •, ir ",, • 1 A .raise air: 44.14.91 employes on every i
Nor have they stopped at halfway thly Juse taken steps toward reducing!
A;
West. 'measures. Ties of bright blue or yel-.passenger rates in the state the rail- iF. W. Gilbert, representing the :ow, often with a polka-dot design,!road and warehouse commission will,'Great Northern, Northern Pacific and.and with ,odd-patterned waistcoats itake no action on this subject soSoo roads, left this evening for Chi-
''and queer-colored socks are favored, long as the legislature is in session.cago to attend the meeting of the
managers' committee.
-
nights" and are attracting no end of i variance on the whole tenestion.attention and comment, says the Deneen and Commission Held OffPost-Dispatch. 
I Preliminary to the regular month-
Freight conductors and brakemen
That the conventional evening :y meeting members of the railroad
are to be granted-an increase of 10
drew of black and white is too soM-iand warehouse commission came to
per cent in pay on the basis of the
ber and that, since it is also a garbeepringfleld yesterday and were In
schedule prevailing on Nov. 1, 1906.
of the waiter and undertaker, it doeslconference with Governor Deneen.
Pay for Overtime. 
e‘urther, the devotees or the woulo-
be revolution often wear a boutonier-
re to match.
Health in the Canal Zone.
The high wages paid make It a
i mighty temptation to our young ar-
tisans to join the force of skilled has long been a bone of contention Mayor. The snake has five rattlesworkmen needed to construct , the among those who have set the social on the end of Its tail, which it rattlesPanama Canal. Many are restrained pace of the world. New York and joyously at the approach of Mr. Stoy.however by the fear of fevers and London, they remind their friends, Since its arrival heir, several days' malaria. It is the knowing o- nes — eave at various times attempted just ago, his snakeehip has had the ruini those who have used Electric Bitter& what these seek to accomplish here. of the Mayor's private room, with1 who go there without 'this fear, we Only, they gravely point out, New the rearult that every one except the.knowing they are safe from malari- York and London have gone aboutMayor has given the place a wideeons influence with Electric Bitters it in the wrong way. Those centers berth. Tee-jantter has refused tii
I
on hand. Cues blood poison tee, have attempted to reform the coat or clean the room, and the typewritersbiliousness, weakness and all stom- the trousers, while it is only the Races have- been thrown Into a state bor-
i
,ach, liver and kidney troubles. Guar-
anteed by all druggists. 50c.
Mettler Shares Office.
W. F. Paxtoff.
President.
R. Rudy,
Cashier
P. Put-year
Aaelstect Cashier.
CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK
Inc•rnorated
Capital  $100,000Surplus   50,000
100,000
Stockholders liability -.
Total security to deposi.ora $250,000
Accounts of individt aloe and firms solicited. We appreciatesmall as well a• large di positors and accord to all the same
-
courteous treatment.
interest "BM on Time neplsits
OPEN SATURDAY Ain NITS FROM 7 'TO S OCLOCIL
Third and Br3adway
Atlantic City —A five-foot rattle-The new social crusaders point out snake has become the special pet ofto those whom they would convince Mayor Stoy and occupies luxuriousthat the evening dress of their sex quarters in the private office of the
sories that are at fault. daring on hysteria, al: owing to theYoung women.for whom they have Leedom with which -the snake is al-
yrovided themselves as escorts nave lowed to creep about the room.Exports from the United Stalin to looked askance at the new order of! Mayor Stoy secured his odd petEngland last year mashed $055,02e,_ things as making them conspicuous while on a hunting trip in the Southteee, a gain over 1905 of $77,Getlienle. by association. And men old in the recently. The snake seems to be reworld and ways of resition have rnarkably intelligent, and has learn-•He darkens 'his own way who spoken sarcastically and with looks ,maketel.ght of "e '!e of others, of skepticism have held up the his-
tory of the past.
"But no one ever tried to wear
polka-dot ties, sky-blue waistcoats
and yellow and red seiees before," in-
sist the St. Louie young men. "This
Js the proper point of attack We have
begun: we shall persist; we will be
victorioes."
Gut Prices in Dental Work Until
April 1st,
Gold Shell Crowns 
!Gold Fillings 
fillver Fillings 
Partial Plates 
AU work ggaranteed.
$8.50
$1.00 up
75c
$5.00
Cut this coupon out and bring
it with rm. Him worth $1.00.
Each person I. limited to coo
coupon for each Job of plate or
bridge work only. Until atter
Apirl I, '07.
A Humane AppeaL
A humane citizen of Richmond
Ind., Mr. U. D. Williams, 107 Wes.
Main St.. says: "I appeal to.allper
sons with weak, lunge to take Dr.
King's New Discovery, the only reme-
dy that has helped Me and tally
comes up to the proprtetor's recom-
mendation." It saves InOrP lives thas
all other throat and lnng remedies
put together. Used as cough and cold
,cure the world over. Cures asthma.
,bronchitis. croup, whooping cough,
quinsy, hoarseness, and phthisie,
istopa hemorrhages of the lungs
builds them up. Guaranteed at all
drungists..• Soc and SLOG.. pfla:
l
boitle Doe.
Dr. King Brooks Knoaledec,would he more Remora!
DFNTIST. 
it men could only be entwine"! that
the
Stith and Broadway. 4b ink 
dkttoenyodtok. now as much as they
4-'
ed to come to Mr. Stoy at his call.
A favorite haunt for the snake is at
the tpp of the Mayor's desk, where it
will remain for hours at a time wrap-
ped in a neat coil while his honor at-
tends to his official business. Mr.
Stets saes the snake has come to stay.
—"Irresolution is a worse vice
thin pihne•N" --' ?peril% 11 y In store-
ittivettising. where it Is more com-
monly witnessed.
The only time some folks think of
giving a cup of cold water is when It
gets down below zero.
Men condemn because they do not
'thee tend —Cicero.
KILL 'ma C • UGH
AND CURE ma LUNC8
WITH Dr. King's
New Discovery
CONSLAIPTION MOOFOR 01.10112 and lee &$l
OLDS Ire
Surest said un..kes4 Cqro for
THROAT sad LrNO TROTtr.
L213, or MONEY BACK.
HARRY
The Best Carriage
Service in Paducah
You get handsome, well
appointed ettrr i ;ma-
when I serve you. We
give promt personal at-
tention at all times.
ANDERSON, PH ON/ 915
- •
There's Only One Way to Get
Rich and That's by Saving.
If you resolve to save a certain portion, however
small, of the money you earn, deposit it each month
or oftener in our Bank at 4 per cent interest, you'll
be pleased and surprised to find how quickly you will
accumulate a substantial sum. We will loan you a
Home Savings Bank to help you save. $1.00 will
. open you account with us. Start today, We invite
small accounts.
Ilechanics and_
. /'Farmers Savings Bank
710 Kroaci* ai
1
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE
Real Estate Agency.
FREE REAL ESTATE PRICE LIST
Fraternity Building, Both Phones 835
We Use the King of All
Bosom Ironers.--Why?
First—Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
Second—The button holes or stud holes match.
Third—Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectlyand without injury.
Fourth—It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, andthe "hump" so often seen is missing.
No other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yourself bysending us your laundry.
STAR LAUNDRY
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.
•
•
VW.
I.
a
4.
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I ALWAYS RELY
ON IT
Experienced housekeepers
want a baking powder for all
purposes. HI-LO is perfect in
biscuit and muffins, makes
flannel and corn cakes as light
as a flake, and excels in the
most delicate of layer cakes,
because the "life of the pow-
der" is sio-udy liberated into
the dough— thus a "smooth-
ness", the most .desirable
element in baking.
Who would not rely On this excel-
lent product? Protected in moist-
proof tins, conforms with all pure
food laws. State and National.
SOLD Al' THE HONEST PRICE
OF A DIME A POUND.
At your grocer's.
Continental Baking Powder Co.
Nashville, . . Tennessee
0
The Judge's Demand.
Justice Harlan, of the United States
supreme court, reeentily celebrated the
golden anniversary of hie wedding,
and the event brought to light some
stores of the stalwart jurist. One re-
latedeshows que justice was riding to-
ward Washington on a sleeping car
from •Loulevitile. Before retiring he
went -tato the smoking compartmeot
to get a drink-of water. There were
half a dozen men in tho Wove. and a
flask had been ,passed around and the
gloss used for the liquor. Justice
Harlan took up the glass,
and turned on the smAers:
-Who," he roared, in his deep
bass voice, "has had the temerity to
dried; whisky out of this glass?"
"I did," piped up the owner of the
flask, eomentiae awed by the great
bulk of the justice.
"Then, sir," said the justice stern-
ly, "%here are you hiding the bot-
thi?"—Haeper's Weekly.
LleTigN
And remember the next time you sufferfrom pain—caused by damp weather—when .your head nearly bursts from
osbeuralgia—try Ballard's Snow hint-
ment. It will cure you. A prominent
business man of Hempstead, Texas,writes: -I have used your liniment.Previous to using it I was a grcat suf-ferer from Rheumatism and Neuralgia.I am pleased to say that now I am freefrom these complaints. I am sure Iowe this to your liniment."
Sold by all druggists.
Not After Society.
A Georgia judge declares that
bridge whist is as bad as craps. Evi-
dent:y the jurist has mm special aa-
pirations .
She that can hold her -tongue is
greater than be who can handle an
automobile.
CUT FLOWERS.
Choice Carnations, per doz. .... &Of
Roses, best grade per doz. ..
Roman Hyacinths, white, per doz. 5ht
A choice lot of Azaleas in any
color, just beginning to bloom.
Free delivery to any part of the
city.
EICHMAUS BROS.,
%loth phones 192
Weigh II 4 Taking Dr. Ir. Doran's
QUEEN'S ROOT CORDIAL
for the Nerves, mood, Liver Stomach,
Skin, Lunge.
Old Phone 177.1-It
ql•magq,
Ammo&
AVII•VM,
v
Bone Pahm, Iteblag, Scabby Skis
Dlowasar.
Permanently cured by taking Botanic
Blood Bairn.. If you have aches and
pains in hones, back and Joints. Itching
Scabby Skin, Blood feels hot or thin;
Swollen Maids. Risings and Bumps on
the Skin. MMus Patches in Mouth, Sore
Throat, Pimples, or offensive eruptions;
Copper-Coiored Spots or Rash on Skin,
are run-down, or nervous; Cicero on
any part et the body, Hair or Eye-
brows falling out, Carbuncles or noes,
Take detaale Blood lisles, isuarsateed1
to cure even the worst and most deep-
Seated rates. Heals all sores, stops
all swellings, makes blood pure
and rich, completely changing the en-
tire body into a clean, healthy condi-
tion. B. B. B. is the recognised blood
remedy for these conditions.
Cancer Cured.
It you have a persistent Pimple,
Wart, Swellings, Shooting. Stinging
Pains., take Blood Balm and they will
disappear before they develop into Can-
cer. Many apparently hopeless cases of
Cancer. Suppurating swelling.. ,wating,
Allem, or tumor cured Sty U. B. ft.
ileteale OWN Batas B. B. 111.1 .W
Pleasure, astell Mae to take. Thoroughly
tested for 110 Tears. Composed of Pure
Botanic Instrodierrts. Strengthens Weak
Uldneyn and Weak Stomachs, curets
Dyspepsia. Sample west free by writ-
ing Blood Balm , Atlanta. Cla Sold
by OrsongIrrINIII piPr large bottle or arse
by eisar.•• peeps14. told is esellaeale
Ks.. by H. M. Walker a I... 5% J. tut-
befit Lose Sm. sad Aire, 4 blot.
• 
 • 
THE
Masquerader
By KATHERINE CECIL THURSTON,
A.utiaor of ••The Circle." Etc.
C•pyrislit. 1904. by Harper r.• Brother.
1
•
iContinued tenni ifestettfty4
"Jack," she said caressingly, "It isn't
to tell you this stupid old story that
I've brought you here. It's really to
tell you a sort of sequel." She stroked
his hand gently once or twice. "As I
say. 'I met thiaman and we—we be-
thine very fond of each other. You un-
derstand? Then we quarreled—quer-
rated quite badly—and I came away.
I've remembered him rather longer
than I remember niost people—he was
one of those doged individuals who
stick In one's m But he has stayed
in mine for another reason"— Again
she looked up. "He has stayed because
you helped to keep hint there. You
know how.! have sometimes put my
hands over your mouth and told you
thatoy_our eoes reminded we of some
one else? Well, that some Otte else was
my Englishman. But you mustn't he
jealous. Ile was a horrid, obstinate
person, and you--well, you know what
I think of yeti"— She pressed his hand.
"But to come to the end of the story.
I never saw this man since that long
ago time until—until the night of
Blanche's party!" She spoke slowly, to
give full-effect to her words. Then she
waited for his surprise.
Bet the result was not what she ex-
pected. He said nothing, and, with an
abrupt movement, hedrew his hand
from between hers.
"Aren't you surprised?" she asked at
last, with a delicate note of reproof.
He started slightly, as if recalled to
the necessity of the moment. "Sur-
Prised?' he said. eWhy should I be
surprieva? One person more or less at
n big party isn't astonishing. Besides,
you expect a man to turn up sooner or
later In his own country. Why should
I be surprised?"
She lay back luxuriously. "Because,
my dear boy," she said softly, "It is' a
mystery! It's one of those fascinating
mysteries that come ouee in a life-
time."
Loder made no movement. "You
must explain." be said very quietly.
Lillian smiled. "That's just what I
want to do. When I was in my tent
on the night of Blanche's party, a man
came to be gazed for. He came just
like anybody else and laid his bands
upon the table. Ile had strong, thin
hands like—well, rather like yours.
But he wore two rings on the third fin-
ger of his left hand—a heavy signet
ring and a plain gold one."
Loder moved his hand imperceptibly
till the cushion covered it. Lilliau's
words caused him no surprise, scarcely
even any trepidation. He felt now
that he had expected them, even wait-
ed for them, all along. 
_
"I asked him to•take off his rings,"
she went on, "and just for a second lie
hesitated—I could feel him hesitate.
Then he seemed to have made up his
mind, for he drew them off. He drew
them off, Jack, and guess what I saw!
Do guess'."
For the first time Loder ineeluntart
ly drew back into his corner of the
couch. "I never guess," he said
brusquely, ."
"Then I'll tell you. His hands were
the hands of my Englishman! The
rings covered the scar made by Ko
Ko's teeth. I knew it instantly—the
second my eyes rested on it. It was
the same scar that I had bound up
dozens of times, that I had seen healed
before I left itantasalare."
"And you? What did you do?" Lo-
der felt it singularly difficult and un-
pleasant to speak.
"Ah, that's the point. That's where
I was stupid and made my mistake.
I should have spoken to him on the
moment, but I didn't. You know how
one sometimes hesitates. Afterward
it was too late."
"But you saw him afterward- In the
rooms?" Loder spoke unwillingly.
"No, I didn't—that's the other point.
I didn't see him iu the rooms, and I
haven't seep him since. Directly he
was gone I left the tent—I pretended
to be hungry and bored—but, though I
went through every room, he was no-
where to he found. Once"—she hesi-
tated and 1114:bed again—"once I
thought I had found hint. but It was
• you--you, as you stood in that
doorway with your mouth and chin
hidden by Leonard Kalne's bead.
Wasn't it fi quaint mistake?"
There was an uncertain pause. Then
Loder, feeling the need of speech.
broke the silence suddenly. "Where
do I come in?" he asked abruptly.
"What am I wanted for?"
"To help to throw light on the mys•
tery! I've peen Blanche's list of peo-
ple, and there wasn't a man I couldn't
place — no outsider ever squeezes
through Blanche's door. I have ques-
tioned Robby Bleseington, but he can't
remember who came to the tent heat.
And Bobby wns supposed to have kept
count!" he spoke in deep /scorn, but
almost Immediately the scorn faded
and she smiled again. "Now that I've
explained, Jack," she added, "what do
you suggest?'
Then for the first time feeder knew
what his presence in tbe room really
menet, end at best the knowledge was
ditmoncerting. It is not every day
that a man Is celled upon to unearth
himself.
"Suggest?' he repeated blankly.
"Yea, l'd rather have your idea of
the affair than anybody else's. You
are. re /Jut and sarettsite and Irian
that you can t help rettluk etrhight at
the middle of a fact."
When !Milne wanted anythiug site
could be van: 'Katt $110 suddenly
dropped her half petulant tone; ehe
tlithit"llieetrett s erelltei ebild.
With a perfectly graceful movement
she drew quite close to Loder and slid
gently to her knees.
This is an attitude that few women
can safely assume. It requires all the
ettributes of youth, suppleness and a
certain buoyant ease. But Lillian nev-
er acted without justification and as
she leaned toward 'Soder, her face lift-
ed, her slight figure and pale hair soft-
ened by the firelight, she made a 
ture that it would have been difficult
to criticise.
But the person who should have aP-
predated it stared steadily beyond it
to the fire. His mind was absorbed by
me question—the question of how he
alight reasonably leave the house be-
fore discovery became assured.
Lillian, attentively watchful of him.
saw tilc uneasy look, and her own face
Cell. Bet. as she looked, an inspiration
2arne to her—a remembrance of many
Interviews with Chilcote smoothed anti
facilitated by the timely .use Ofillgto-
bacco.
"Jaek." she said softly, "before you
say another word I insist tal your
lighting a cigarette." She leaned for-
ward, resting against his knee,
At her words Loder's eyes left the
fire. His attention was suddenly need-
ed for a new and more imminent dn.
euity. "Tivinks!" he said quickly. "I—
I linve no wish to smoke."
"It Isn't a matter of wharliyou wish,
but of what, I say." She smiled. She
knew that Chilcote with ft cigarette be-
tween ills lips was Infinitely more trac-
table than Chileote sitting idle, and she
had no intention of ignoring the knowl-
edge.
But Loder caught at her words. "Be-
fore you ordered me to smoke." he said,
"you told me to give you some adviee.
Your fast command must have prior
laluh" lie grasped unhesitatingly at
the less risky theme.
She looked up at him. "Yietere al-
ways nicer when you smoke," she per-
sisted caressingly. "Light a cigarette—
tad give me one."
Loder's enouth became set. "No." he
said, "we'll stick to this advice busl-
uess. It interests me."
"Yes—afterward."
-No; now. You want le find out why
this Englishman front "Italy was at
rour sister's party and why lie disap-
oa
There are times when a malignant
thstinaey seems to srffect certain peo-
ple. The only answer Lillian made was
to pass her hand over Loder's waist-
eont and, feeling his cigarette case, te
iraw it front the pocket.
He affected not to see it. "Do you
think he recognized you in that tent'?"
be insisted desperately.
She held out the case. "Here are
your cigarettes. You know we're al-
ways more social when we smoke."
In the short interval while she looked
up into his face several ideas passed
through Loder's mind. He thought of
standing up suddenly aqd so regaining
his advantage. He wondered quickly
whether one hand could possibly suf-
fice for the taking out and lighting of
two cigarettes. Then all need for
;peculation was pushed suddenly aside.
Lillian, looking Into his face, saw his
fresh look of disturbance, and from
long experience again changed her tac-
res. Laying the cigarette case on The
:Duch, she put one hand on his shoulder,
the other on his left arm. Hundreds of
times this caressing touch had quieted
Chileotee
"Dear old boy!" she said soothingly.
her hand moving slowly down his arm.
In a flash of understanding the con-
sequences of this position came to hint.
Action was Imperative, at whatever
risk. With an abrupt gesture he rose.
The movement was awkward. He
git to his feet precipitately. Lillian
drew back. surprised laud startled,
catching iuvoluntarily at his left hand
to steady her position.
(To be Ciontinned.)
ALICE ROOSEVELT'S WEDDING
Was something to be recorded In the
.annaIs of history. Herbine has been
acknowledged the greatest of liver
regulators. A positive cure for Bilious
Headaches, Constipation. Chills and
Fever and all liver complaints. L.
Smith, Little Rock. Ark., writes:
alreerhine Is the greatest liver medicine
known. Have used it for years. It
sktes the work."
Sold_ by all druggists.
PEPTOL
The Flesh
Maker
(live it a thirty days' trial
and get your money back if
it fails to-add to your weight.
McPHERSON'S
Drug Store.
Seigel WO ler Metal,
NOT RECOGNIZING
SEWER INSPECTOR
Board of Public Works Deny
His Report to Council
Matter of Caring for Streets Involves
Securing Some Further
Information.
OBJECT TO THEIR TREATMENT
Sewer Inspector. A, Buudesman has
the same -force and facilities he 'hrad
prior to the controversy between the
council and the 'board of public
works overt the election to that office,
Is the claim of the board, In his gum-
muuleation addressed to the council
on Monday night he accuses the
hoard of not supplying hie demands
and asks relief at the hands of the
council. Mayor Yeiser passed the
communication to the board of pub-
lic works in the meeting yesterday
afternoon, but no action was taken
further than *Jo assert that his com-
munication was not In strict line with
the facts.. The hoard does not recc
ognize Mr. Bundesman as sewer en-
Spector.
Believing that the street depart-
ment is not accomplishing as much
work as possible, the board instruct-
ed Mr. Elliott, the street inspector,
hereafter to employ none but young
men in his department, and to In-
cure at once, a young assistant. Set
eral of the employes of the depart
ment now are too old in the opinion
of the board and it is believed that
young men can show better results
at less cost to the department. •
Jr. Elliott, the street inspector,
said the work in his department has
been so heavy that tie has been doing
Sunday work, and said that as soy
eral complaints about the conadltio:,
of the streets reached him on Sunday
he thought it advisable to keep the
office open part of the day on Sun-
day. The board did not agree to the
Sunday work and inquired why the
police department Dever saw aliy
dangerous places in the street, The
'board considers it part of ehe police
duties to keep the streets open. Yet
with 3e on iche force, no effort to do
so ever comes to the notice of the
board, the street inspector having to
attend to all such complaints. • In-
format:on that J. ,31. Worsen is mov-
ing houses in Vs'orten's taidition has
reached the board and the street In-
h ector was instructed to keep the
streets open to traffic.
The board is Indignant because the
members think under the present at-
titude of the council, the board .of
public works is simply flunky of
the council to carry out Its orders.
The ordinance that provides for the
re-construction. of Broadway and
Jefferson street from Ninth street to
Eleventh street mentions the board
of pubitic works in hut one insignifie
cant part, where it saddles on that
depaotment the perfunctory duty of
oeling for bids for the work and
then turning them over to the coun-
el with any suggestions\ it might
make.
litUe Street Work.
Residents in the new newer district
need hut little street 'repairing front
the board of public works unfelt after
the sewer work is flgished. To go
ahead and repair bail places now and
have the streets torn up in -a fete
weeks, is a prodigality the board
shudders at, In view of the funds. On
this point the board of pub:le works
lead another pore toe, and the reerk
was instructed tri address a commun-
ication to the general council asking
It to define the amount of the Year's
apportionment It may certainly ex-
pect to use In street repairs and
elegising. The board Is alarmed lest
street cleaning all have to he dis-
continued. Then, Mayor Ye teen' has
promised to have a personal encount-
er with the head of any department
who causes a deficit this year.
Bldg for supplying gravel to .the
board of pittylie works were opened
,nd th tee had been received, S. B.
Oholson offered at an *remote price
if 9.0• cents a yord: S. A. Fowler, rep-
s-meeting Mrs. WIlliam Pryor, at en
'average of 92 14 teats; and Boswell
& Yancey at 90 cents.
The board will have an adjourned
meeting this afternoon to inspect the
gravad when the bids -will he refused
en one aceepted end the contract
tewarded. It le probable that the
bids will be split in awarding the con-
tract. Boewell & Yancey offer to sup-
rly gravel north of Kentucky avenue
at 8.5 yenta, and Gheltion offered to
supply it sonth Of Kenturky avenue
for 81 cents. By accepting each bid
for the respective sides of the city,
a saving of seeetal cents a; yard may
lie made.
Contractc.r Terre:4 was given until
March- 12 to repair thfi bed places In
Third. Fourth and Fifth streets. The
Paducah Triaction corn puny was or-
dered to; finish ellett114130 the BM%
the top of Broadtail between
and Fifth streets, The street Ittapise-
 111/1/1/1
DR. T. FELIX GOURAUD'S
ORIENTAL TOILET POWDER
An ideal, slitiseptic toilet powder for infants
and adults.
This is an exquisitsly perfumed, istitisrptic toilet p iwder It I, •
household necevaity tar the nursery and toiset. It keeps the corn -
Weil= clear and. tareaerses the velvety Leaf meal youlls. It should
be used I, edy idler heti tug, giving a cis lightfu' and refreshing effect.
Prepared by
Yard T. Hopkins, N. Y. City, Proprietor of
. GOURALJD'S ORIENTAL CREAM.
.
Tor sale by W. B. McPherson, Paducah, Ky,
gellM111111111MIMUNII=INIE
tor was instructed to enforce .rigidly
the regulation requiring red lights
on obstructions left on sidewalks.
Particular reference was had -to the
Belvedere hotel, which was the sub-
ject of a similar order at a previous
ruzeting. Tht? -clerk will look up a
contract made with S. A. Fowler Last
President Wilhelm and Secretar)
Taylor were present.
DON'T COMPLAIN.
If your chest pains and you are un-
able to sleep because of a cough, buy a
bottle of Ballard's Horehound Syrup
and you won't4have any cough. Get a
bottle now iiMd MP cough will not
last long. A cure for till pulmonary
diseases. Mrs. J—, Galveston, Texas,
Writes: "I can't say enough for Bal-
lard's Horehound Syrup. The relief ithas given me is all that ig"' sievessary
for Ine to say."
Sold by all druggists.
Whom to Owe.
The author, of the "Autobiography
of a Business Man," in the Febreary
Everybody's, says:
"The met-thank who gets behind
in paying his bills, or who is doing
too much business for his capital,
makes a serious mistake in trying to
pav them all, or in trying to buy
goods of every Tom, Dick, or Harry.
He had better do as I tried to do,
buy my goods from as few houses as
possible, pay all small bills, and hold
up the big fellows. I practically made
these three firms silent partners in
my business. Miley did not know it
when I started le with them. but I
was not fool enough to work hard
building up an enormOus business
without seeing that I was making
them practically silent partners."
A SABI'
Should be sunshine in the home, and
will be if you give it White's Cream
Vermi:cge. the greatest worm medi-
cine ever offered to suffering humanity.
This remedy is becoming the perma-
nent fixture of well-regulated house-
holds. A mother with children can't
get along without it bottle of White's
Cream Verrnifuge in the house. It is
the purest and best medicinie that
money can buy.
Sold by all druggists.
The man that girls think awfully
different is ueuaLy indifferent:
-1_
ouldyou know—
a safe physic?
Ikilost pills and laxatives are not. Something
more than a purgative is necessary in a good
physic. There are hundreds of preparations
V. hid; will make the bowels act, but very few
of them will do so without great damage to the
digestive organs. Candied preparations, coated
pills, certain salts, and other well known and
widely used remedies force the bowels to action,
but at a great cost of strength to the intestinal
muscles. Such preparations act unnaturally.
They weaken the entire system, and the patient
is left in a worse condition than if nothing had
been taken.
Dr.GaldwelasEmprepsin
IS not like other laxatives. It never weakens,
but always strengthens. It is pleasant to take,
acts gently upon the bowels, never gripes, and
once the bowels are given the strength which it
imparts, they are quickly restored to a perman-
ently normal condition, fully able to voluntarily
perform their functions.
Dr. Caldwell's S rup Pepsin is unequaled in the treatment of dyspepsia,
indigestion, constipation and all stomach disorders. It is sold by all druggists
at 50 cents and gi.00 a bottle.
Your monoy back if it eltiiii-fairt satisfy.
Pepsin Syrup Co. Monticello, Ill.
FIZAel Marlborough
Broadway, 36th and 37th Sts., Herald Square, New York
Most Centrally Located Hotel on
Broadway. Only ten minute.. walk
'_!„-j'e . 
to 25 leading theatres. Completely
renovated and transformed in et-cry
01:11-1 4:4.. department. Up-to-date in all re-
spects. Telephone in each room.
lr .,-,:.. •' 't. , i':/e. Four Beautiful Dining Rooms
'
't 
:'' * 
with Capacity of 1200.1111 l'''..'..1. 
ritit l.i ,•.,, - -1'r 
-.0-.,
-iii...a.  I I Lii "" 
The Famous
......lidIt 
• - 
ii- tfl!'""1-"' t,rtt—41.„' i • i.,usa . -,,Oak I
German Restaurant
Broadwaths chief attraction for Spe-
cial Food Dishes and Popular Music.
!vow's' Lisa. Imen. 214 Salm7---- -
• vs lot Ramo 51.50 sod upward. ”.00 and upward with bath. Parlor. Bedrcorst tad P‘th$3.00 and upward. $1.00 extra where two person. occupy • stogie room,
a-nimr. roe 1100KIXT. 
SWEENEY-TIERNEY HOTEL COMPANY
C R. TIERNEY. Mennirer
......=•••••=111•••••••V 
1
DO YOU
COOK WITH GAS
If not let us talk it over with
you. Telephone us and our
representative will call.
Old Phone 2481 New Phone 281
h e
Paducah Light Power Co.
aeorporete4. /
Oak Dale Hotel
Eirookport,
Dales 81 a Day. Emitting 0
lirs.l. A. Lactase Proprietress.
DRAUQH0Prto
Zia/144
(Incorporated.)
PAIICAI,312-316 lirsalway, fat IIMMILLI
27 Colleges in to states POSITION...
.ered ar non ,i1JSFUNDF.D
LI 
also teach
mg Catalogue will COViD CC 701.
1 111111 /AI ,a' T Call or mac tor
catalogue.
HENRY MANN, JR.
REMOVED TO THIRD AND !.
KENTUCKY.
Book Binding, Bank Work, Legal
and Library Work a specialty.
NEW STATE HOTEL
METROPOLIS, ILL.
D. A. Bailey, Prop.
Newest and :Jest hotel in the city.
Rates $2.00. Two large sample
rooms. Bath rooms, Electric Lights.
The only centrally located Hotel In
the city.
COMMERCIAL PATRONAGE SO-
LICITED,
ST. LOU1S AND TENNESSEE
RIVER PACKET COMPANY
FOR TENNESSEE RIVER.
STEINER CLYDE
Leaves Paducah For Tennessee Itiver
Every Wednesday at 4 p. m.
A. W. WRIGHT. .. Master
EUGENE ROBINSON. Clerk
This ,company Is not responsible
for invoice charges unless collected
by.the defer o' the boat.
LEE LINE STEAMERS
Plying between Memphis, Evans-
ville, Louisville, Cincinnati, St.
Louis and Vicksburg. Leaves
Memphis every Tuesday for
Evansville. Louisville and Cin-
cinnati Leave Cincinnati every
Wednesday for St. Louis, Mem-
phis and Vicksburg. Pass Padu-
cah going tip every Thursday.
Pass PadUcali going down every
Saturday.
0. F. PHILL!PS, Agent
Office Richmond Hour*.
Telephone 66-R,
NEW 1U1ISCRIBER5.
!1st of new subscribers added by
the East Tennessee Telephone Com-
pany today:
4,4-1 Trice. May, Res., New
Hope Road.
1119-r---Dark Tobacco Ass'n, 12d
Broadway.
3115-r--Miles. A. P., 321 Jeffer-
son.
305-r—Miles, A. F., 321 Jeffer-
son.
906-a--Alexander, D. F., 127 S.
3rd.
We have in the city over 3.000 sub-
scribers or five times as many as the
Independent company; outside the
city and within the county we have
e2 times as inany subscribers as the
Independent company. Yet 12 will
place a telephone in your residence
at the same rate the Independent oom
pany is supposed to charge, and pro-
vide in addition, long distance facili-
ties which will enable you to reach
fully fifty million people from your
home.
Call SOO for turtaer InformaGoe.
EVANSVILLE, PADUCAH Alta
CAIRO LINE.
(Incorporated)
Evansville and Paducah Packets.
(Daily Except Sunday.)
Steamers Joe Fowler and John S.
Hopkins, leave Paducah for Evans-
ville and way landings at 11 R. m.
Special excursion rate now in ef-
fect from Paducah to Evansville and
return, 24.60. Elegant music on the
boat. Tabl - unsurpassed.
STEAMER DICK FOWLER
Leaves Paddeith for Cairo and way
landings at 8 a m sharpe, daily, ex-
cept Sunday. Special excursion rates
sow' in effect from Paducah to Cairo
and return, with or without. meals
and room. (11.1od music and table un-
surpassed .
For farther Information apply to
8. A. Fowler General Pass. )gent, or
Given Fowler, city Pa. Agent, at
Fowler-Crumbaugh & CO's 018811.
not) phoue• N. St
•
•
PASS KRUM
-Novae inn', bust,
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THE ACCOMMODATING WAITER.
"I'll pick it up fob you. "Dere you are, ult."
Startling Conditions Are Found A-
mong Colored People of Paducah
re
In his speech. before colored par-
ente in this My, 0. Singleton, agent
for the colored detertmeet of the
Kentucky Children's Home society,
gave the following statistics, gather-
ed by him during his investigation of
conditkms in Padtioah:
"A careful study of the condition
of the colored people in Paducah show
that out of the 1,800 oolored families
there are 7310 in which there sire no
elatldren; 48(1 tameless own 'thisir own
homes, and 144 families are in a des-
titute condition. About heef of .the
destitute families live north of Trim-
ble street: 62 of these families, rep-
resent ing liii children. are improper,
the children being illegitimate. Thir-
teen of these destitute families, rep-
resenting 2,7 children are deserted by
the fathers and huebands. Twenty-
two families, representing 57 chit-
dren. have been let in a destitute
,eteetkitiott by the death of the fathers
and husbands. Six families repre-
senting 13 children, have been de-
prived by death of both mothers and
fathers, and the children have been
left in the care of those that are not
competent to raise them. The re
mating 42, destitute families result
from drunkennees, sickness, impris
anment of fathers, iniprov de nee, and
a few oases from the death of the
mothers and desertion by mother's.
The above distribution h•as refer
once only to cases where there are
children under 14 years of age. There
are many more families of this kind
in ate respects except that Cho chil
dren in the many families not in-
cluded in the above figures are able
now to help themselves a little in a
m-aterial way, but, there remains to
them but ertee or no hope for intel-
lectual end moral improvement. In
these 111 families there are 314
children that wie grow up in idenees
improvidence, ignorance and inamor-
elite.
About half of the colored children
wre enrolled in the public schools and
about one-third have their names on
the roe of the *settee school-, but
only about one-fifth actually attend
the Sunday sehooks.
These facts (eight to show to the
colored pectple that it is time for them
to do something etse than sing and
pray and preach and bury the deed.
If there be anything in their Chris-
tianity, if they have the •religion of
the Lord Jesus Christ, if they have
proper intelligence, if they have ans
courage—any manhood and woman-
hood among them, they would so or-
ganize and to tabor together as to
put a stop to the il•legal practices;
that result in so much destitution
among them. The law is in the favor
of the good and it stands ready to es-
sist them When they are prepared to
bring forth satisfactory evidences.
Prayleg and singing and preaching
were
houses: it
never known to break up bawdy!
takes, Indictment and a l
faithful enforcement of theiase
The better oleos of colored people
can never .reee their families. nor can
women retain their husbands as long
as nearly every colored community
Ia aufeeted ••witte 4e.tee, theracters
anti immoral Images. Ninny a decent
colored family is surrounded by dens
of vice and they don't have the cour-
age to defend themselves with the
law which is ever ready to shield
them. The better class of colored
people should come together and or-
ganize to protect themselves against
such characters. There are good
white people that are witting to :end
them every necessary moral assist-
arcs. The (-ounce should be peti-
tioned to make it unlawful for a sin,-
gea woman to occupy a 'house except
w!th a family and make it unlawful
for an tin m•a reed woman to keep
roomers and breeders under her roof
unless she can furnish satisfactory
evidences of good moral character.
If the respectable colored people
do not show tbemecevee willing to
stiffer a little and to cause a little
trouble to better the moral condition
of the masses, they wilt stow them-
selves before the world to be un-
worthy and incompetent. If they
meek to do good only where no one is
offended they will never find it. Ev-
ery good thing ecromplashed has
caused somebody to sniffer, and the
colored people will have so pay the
same price for their own improve
ment that all other races have to
pay for their improvement.
 e's
Retire, with It N444111,4.
Muskogee, I. T.—After serving his
country nearly thirty-two years as a
UntteJ States Deputy Marshal, Rae
Reeves, a negro who has killed
fourteen men while under official
orders, and has served on civilization
outposts when he was neset by con-
stant perils, will retire.
-When Marse Bennett goes out of
office," he says. "I am going to
to quit, too, and take up farming."
Reeves has served under seven dif-
ferent United States Marshals, Demo
crats and Republicans, and has been
through some terrific fights without
ever getting a scratch himself.
With the expiration of the present
Federal regime upon the advent of
Statehood, he will, as he Bars, go 'o
farming for a living, laying down for
the plough the six-sbeoSer mei the
repeating rifle, which, in his hand.
have been potent factors in ridding
two territories of the outlaw the
horsethief and the bootlegger.
Reeves is an Arkansan. He is s
feet tall, sixty-eight years cid. lei
looks to be only forty. His mimetic'
say he was never known to show ti
slightest excitement under are
cumstances.
HP has had Many narrow eicaPc.
but though his clothing *has Ite.
pierced by bullets, he has never tee
scratched. He says he has nee
Shot until somebody shot at hie
whereupon 'as shot to kill.
—If you have anything to
furniture, fur., machinery, flaBiev•.
jewelry, taste. /leek, masical linervt-
tisruta—it V4111 pay son to expend !ti t
per reel. of their TAIlle he wheel's-
Life aleeys is a dell grind teethe
man who thinks only of his own griet.
WHEN
You Want Any
Printing
You Usually
Want it at Once
THE
Sun Job Rooms
Phone 358-R
Does all kinds of printing
0.1>,
We have the men who know
how to do your work just u
It should be done, and we
make an effort all all times to
give you just what you want.
Let us figure with you the
next time you need any print-
ing probably we can False
you some money. We know
we can give von satisfactory
work, and give it to you
promptly.
iThree-Minute Beauty Talks.emakteelegoavemeaeleagomegaeakele
The hair will always grow and
strive if it receives proper attention,
for III-health is absolutely the only
thing that makes the crowning glory
unmanageable and hopeless looking.
"While there's hair there's hops"
isn't a bad adage for the woman
wham hair looks lifeless and comes
out by the handful.
The only thing to do when the
heir fails to respond to home treat-
ment is to .g; to a good hair special-
ist and take scalp treatments. con-
sisting of massage and electric brush-
ing.
Then when it is again in good con-
dition to take thorough care of it. A
tonic that will stimulate the growth
and that may be used nightly is
made of half an ounce of tincture of
canthrarides, seven ounces of lister-
ine and one dram of bisulphate of
quinine.
The use of this tonic, with ,con-
Inlet brushing and a shampoo every
two or three weeks, ought to keep in
good condition the most fractious
head of hair that ever bothered a
woman.
DCBV.1 get too enthusiastic, how-
ever, and try to make up for past
neglect by washing the hair too often,
for too frecrent Shampooing exhausts
the nutritive elements of the glands.
Never, under and circumstances,
disturb dandruff by the use of a fine
comb, even if your mother and your
grandmother did think it invaivable.
The growth will only increase as the
skin or scalp is irritated and bruived.
—New York Mail.
American Gowns Now Preferred.
•
The theory of the supremacy of
Paris in the way of raiment has had
a setback In the fact that Mme. Jute
serand. wife of the French Ambassa-
dor. has ordered all her spring fine-
ry from e fialtitnote modiste—gowns,
hats, perashis •Ced other accessories.
Mme. Jusserand is always a welt-
dressed woman, but she has never
shown a tendency toward extremes
in fashions either from Paris or New
York. She finds American tailors
equally as satisfying as those of the
Boulevard de Madeleine, and as for
hats, a Washington milliner plans or
replans her Paris treasures as regu-
larly as the season change. It is a
shock to many American women who
cannot wear a gown or hat win"
does not hear the gold stamp of Ducet
that the Baroness von Sternburg pur-
chases all those lovely "imported"
toeets in New York and Baltimore.
For one season only did the hand-
some Baroness continue to patronize
her Paris modiste. Then she tried
New York. and became a convert to
the "made-in-America" theory.—
New York Press.
How to Keep in a Fire.
If a fire Is needed to be kept in
for a long time, tne following method
is recommended:
On the top of a glowing fire place
some newspapers, damped and folded
into tight balls: on the top of this
place a law of damped coal dust,
and then again a layer of newspaper
balls, relishing with a layer of coal
dust.
When the fire is required, it will
only be necessary to give a gentle
stir and place a few smail pieces at
the top, and in a short sparrof time
there will be a good fire, says Worn-
n's Life. All cinders should be care-
fully sifted through a small-meshed
riddle They can then he placed at
the Wei( of the fire, or aext to the
wood for lighting, when a clear fire
,•an soon be obtained.
"Yes, I. suppose I'm pne
most prominent men in co11•111t," re-
marked the caliow sophomore.
"Indeed' What capacity?" talted
the friend of the family.
"Eighteen beers eleven cocktalla
and *ix whisky straights," replle.1
the young man proudly—Puck,.
Firmness !1; the word a man ao-
'flies to thet quality wilt/ the rest
the world term, his obetina•iy, •
Nil institution makes Reel? sacred
by labeling all others es secular.
DEMONSTRATION
AT DOUR OPENING
Forty Thousand People Par-
ticipale in It
People Wave Red Flews and Many
Are Threats Uttered in Name
of Freedom.
NEW PRESIDENT OF ILK)UMA
St. Petersburg, March 6.— The
day, although In itself devoid of inci-
dent, was made the occasion of great
revolutionary demonstration by the
St. Petersburg proletariat and stu-
dents of the city, which resulted in
several encounters between the po-
lice and populace and more or less
injury to a number of the latter.
The situation was such that au-
thorities finally were forced to fill the
streets with military patrols, as in
the ominous days of the Trepoff re-
gime.
After adjournment of the house
the tumultuous crowd by this time
estimated close to 40,040, with red
banners flying and accompanied by
music of revolutionary chants start-
ed toware the central quarter of the
city where the palace of the emperor
is located.
Few elements of the prelude of
"Red Sunday" were lacking, and the
command "fire" would have precipi-
tated a similar massacre. But the
present prefect of St. Petersburg,
General Drecheffski, followed anoth-
er course and dispersed the proces-
sion by charges of mounted gendar-
mes, armed with whips and by an
imposing display of force he pre-
vented the demonstrators from re-
forming.
Fired By 'Wild Harangues.
•
When the deputies emerged after
adjournment of the session the tem-
per of the crowd was fired by
speeches from social revolutionary
members, a dozen of whom mounted
upon the shoulders of their followers
and harangued to those present upon
the necessity of organizing to sup-
port parliament against the govern-
ment.
Sineetaneously red handkerchiefs
began to flutter above the heads of
the crowd and then crimson banners
appeared like magic The crowd.'
singing the Marsellaise and battle!
songs of the leussian revolution mov-
ed slowly down the broad Fourchtad-I
tskaia avenue, stopping at intervals
to listen to speeches and sing.
It demonstrated on the way in
front of the house of the chief of se-
4
cret police where a small force of i
gendarmes attempted to disperse the
thei
I
the
people, but soon fell back in
face of the resolute bearing of
manifestants.
Troops Use Whips and Swords.
Meanwhile authorities had hastily
concentrated a strong force of gen-
darmes, which charged the head of
the procession when it reached Li-
toiny prospect, one of the main bus-
iness avenues of the city. The gen-
darmes plied their whips vigorously
and in one charge used the fiats of
their swords. The crowd twice at-
tempted to reassemble but in each
instance it was dispersed.
Gendarmes by this time had been
reinforced by detachments of cheva-
lier guards, who galloped hither and
thither clearing the roadway amid
curses of derision from the sidewalks.
Finally a large force of Coseacks,
armed with lances, arrived in sight.
The spiteful red pennoned weapons.
which never before had been brought
out in street demonstrations, took all
the heart out of the crowd.'ese
eltolypin Fears Assassination.
Another monster celebration was
heel at the University to celebrate
"the victory of revolutionary democ-
racy." The way along the Neva and
streets in the neighborhood of the
University were densely packed, but
there was no Interference by troops
or police, who arrived on the scene
in strong fore only after the dem-
onstration had ended.
It was :earned today that Premier
Stolypin, in order to diminish his
chances of possible assassination,
would spend the night in the Auri-
ede palace. and It i understood he
had taken a suite of rooms in a wing
of the palace which he will (secure'
as long as par;lament Is in seltsion.
The Speaker.
Feodor Golovin of Moscow, of the
opposition for speaker of the douma.
is a little over 40 s•ears of age, ener-
getic, aristocratic and clever. He
became president of the Moscow Zel
meta() during the regime of Grand
Duke Stergins and Plevne, but man-
aged to keep their and the people's
confidence M. Teslonko, vice-presi-
dent, and M. Teheinkoff, -secretary.
are Constitutional Democrats from
Moscow,
One good thing ebetifible wiesiole
of flip ,o1:41ze graduate is that he
eventually ger over it.
STANDARD BEATS
INSULAR TARIFF
Washington," March 6.— Charges
were Hied in the treasury department
to the effect that the Standard Oil
company has been buncoing Uncle
Sam In the Philippines,' The aliment
Involved is said to be $20,000. The
Standard Is accused of evading dut
on 20,000 cases of oil shipped to the
Philippines, during 1901, when the
high tariff was in force against oil
from this country to Philippines.
Agents of the Standard plead inno-
cence and appear anxious to try the
matter out in the Philippine courts.
Ii,.. ruvran Brand.
Gladys—Lord De Broke seems to be
paseug Miss Moneybags marked atten-
tion:'
Nergiuia—Yes, detiar marked atten-
tion.
Perfumed Pillows.
Since those extra little pillows
have become so frequently met with
as a part of bed furnishings, pine
and lavender pillows have both be-
come popular.
Both of them, when made for a
bed, are incased in strong muslin
covers, over which the pretty little
white slip is drawn.
For ebuches, of course, darker
and more 4erviceable materials are
used, often for pine pillows a deep
yellow, embroidered, in a simple out-
line stitch, in brown or deep bronze
greens. For lavender a light laven-
der, embroidered in a darker shade,
or one of the pretty white cretons,
covered with blossoms and stripes of
lavender makes an attractive cover-
ing, says Woman's Life.
If you are going eway and can
squeeze just one more thew into
your trunk, tuck one of the regular
baby pillows in. The pillows where
you are stayin gmay be stuffy and
hard, and that little Milosseis just the
thing far a hammocii or, for the nap
that you 'take in the old orchard,
stretched mit upon rug or steamer
blanket, or it may add much to the
peace of your nightly slumbers.
tains Mtn.
"That miss Holston IS a lovely girl.
doteeherknowl She refused me lawat
night, but said I could fell take her
out to theater, and Mullen' and such.
Yes. see She's a brick, by Joverie-gt.
Louis rost-phopateh.
She—Miss Van Arged cheeses
quite chic, doesn't she?
He---Humple if she dressed appro-
priately, she'd dress quite hen.--
NW York Globe
ARE YOU RUNNING A
LOSING RACE
WITH THE CALENDAR?
Does every day record, In the
office, a failure to quite "catch-
up" with that day's work?
Dore every day witness, in the
horns', another failure to finish
today's duties—hevaume of the
unfinished duties of yesterday?
Does every day record, in the
glory, it few more customer.. who
"couldn't wait" to be served by
over-busy clerks?
If any of these things are true
you need "more heip"—so that
an immediate resort upon your
part to the clasaffied ads. will
enable you to "catch up with the
tatemilr" and to do today's
thing. tothty.
Don't Forget We Save You Money on Your
EASTER SUIT
Ready Made or Made to Order. Either Way.
We are ready for Easter. Are you?
The most elegant line of beautiful
designs both in cut and pattern
ever shown anywhere, and
the prices from $2.50 to $5.00
under Broadway houses.
FOR EITHER MAN OR BOY
We are prepared to give them an
Easter outfit fit for a king, and at
prices the lightest purse won't
grumble at.
FANCY SAMPLE VESTS
Have just received another tot of those fine fancy Sample
Vests in a great variety of colors and patterns, which we
will sell at HALE` PRICE, and even less than half price.
Prices range from $1 to $2.50. Worth from $2.00 to $5.
THE MODL...
112 South Second Stret.
Paducah's Cheap Cask Store. Ageets tot the Sir Knight all Wizard Shoes.
Herring Served to Kaiser's Guests.
Berline—The Kaiser enjoys a
game of etricat" as well as any one
of his humblest subjects and he has
instituted select card parties at the
Palace. He invites on these occas-
ions chiefly veteran generals and
ministers.
The evening's amusement begins
with a repast, which can by no
means be called royal' consisting of
herrings, butter, potato salad and
beer. The points played for are not
high, but then the Kaiser is univer-
sally known for his frugality, and
one could not expect him to play for
high stakes for his amusement what-
ever he may do politically. The
points never rise to more than one
Pfennig.
mistakes are made, but he does not
mind losing as much as one would
think. When he wthaeHis Majelite
is aiwas's in high good humor. The
midnight hour always brings an end
to the party, even if the game thee
in progress is not quite finished.
Madison Street Lots,
Between. 13th and 14th streets,
North Side. Shade treessee400 each;
tee cash.
'Whrittewore Real Estate Agency,
Fraternity Building. Both phones S'5.
•
A woman Is never a-holly certain
she is right until the rest of the world
tells her She Is wrong,
It takes the base line of two weelds
His Majetty gets very angry when to get a correct elevation of any ilfe.
This ventilated oven makes roasts
6 6 * •juicy5/ and sweet.
The ovens of all Buck's stoves and ranges are
ventilated with fresh—heated—air. In both the
range and cook stove the air is drawn into the oven
through a series of air ducts—placed near the fire-
box. Through perforations in the opposite oven
wall, the vapors are drawn up the chimney—thus
bringing a constant supply of fresh, hot oxygen into
contact with the contents of the oven—which pre-
vents "drying out."
A roast baked in a Buck's oven will lose but
little in weight—and will retain that "rich, juicy
taste."
This is simply one more reason why you should
own a Buck's stove or range—there are many others.
Let us tell you about them and about our present
liberal terms and prices—today.
A dollar down and a dollar a week will buy one
of these splendid stoves. You surely can't afford to
miss this chance Take advantage of it today.
